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Life is a funny thing. I made special arrangements 
to get the artwork for this cover assuming we’d be 

going to press in time for Valentines Day, but a funny 
thing happened after our milestone issue…
We ran into a rough patch. I was trying to move 
heaven and earth to finish the next chapter of The 
Adventures of the Sky Pirate but I couldn’t get past 
where I left my characters, and they remain there 
still, locked in limbo, still waiting for me to figure out 
what’s happening next. I’ve written and rewritten and 
re-rewritten that scene twenty times since I wrote 
the first draft. I wish that were hyperbole. I know 
what happens but just can’t quite get the handle on 
how it happens or who is there to witness it. It’s a 
persistent open wound. 
There was more. Development of RGR 2.0 didn’t 
progress with the speed or ease I’d hoped, I became 
more and more responsible for the upcoming wedding 
of my eldest child, a new political administration 
took office and started doing or not doing things I did 
or didn’t like, and I took ill with the sort of sickness 
that is just bad enough to make you wish you could 
stay home and just good enough that there was no 
excuse for not going to work. I was feeling creatively 
stymied, physically drained, mentally beaten, and 
just generally stressed. When the issue was well and 
truly late, and there was no good way around it, I 
finally made a post in the forums about my situation. 
I wanted to let you, the readers of the magazine know 
what was going on. I don’t know what I expected, but 
felt it was only fair to let the community know what 
going on. I screwed up my courage and fired off my 
post and returned to my day job.
I checked the forums later when I arrived home, 
and the response was heartening. The people who 

responded understood. Now, it’s not unusual for 
forum regulars to be understanding, to get it, but 
something else happened at about the same time 
that really turned the corner for me. We Overlords 
received an e-mail that gave us all a collective shot 
in the arm. Furthermore, it was from an unsolicited 
source, a new reader named Tony Lavoie. This is what 
Tony wrote:

Johne et. al.,
I just finished reading your issue #50 - my 
introductory issue - and I must say I’m more than 
satisfactorily impressed!  RGR is everything I’ve 
been missing in the pulp magazines I used to buy 
regularly - Analog, Azimov’s, F&SF...all of which 
have fallen off my purchase lists one by one as their 
content more and more failed to grab me.
Not so RayGun Revival!  Each story was a genuine 
pleasure to read, though my clear favorite is 

“Susie Earthshine, Space Substitute”.  A gem of 
an acquisition!  The whole issue was wonderfully 
refreshing.  Keep it up!
I confess I haven’t yet read the serial installments 
in #50, but this is something I hope to rectify long-
term as I go through the archives and catch them 
from their beginnings.
You have captured a new fan!  Well done, and I 
eagerly await the next issue!
-Tony Lavoie

I can’t tell you how much this unsolicited attaboy 
meant to me, to us. We’re a volunteer crew doing 
this out of love for the genre in stolen moments and 
on the stereotypical shoestring budget, and there are 
times when I don’t know how we’ll make it through 

to the next issue. And yet, somebody always steps 
up, something always happens that reminds us why 
we’re making this effort. We do this for you, the 
person who used to read stories of a certain type, 
stories that have somehow fallen by the wayside. At 
Ray Gun Revival, we still find value in that mode of 
storytelling, and we remain committed to finding 
new authors to tell those kinds of stories. So keep 
reading, keep telling your friends about RGR, and 
keep submitting your own attempts at space opera. 
Perhaps some day, your story will be featured in 
RGR! And remember, we’re all in this together. Keep 
encouraging one another, and we’ll look for you next 
issue!
While I’m thinking about it, check out the serials 
efforts this month. M. Keaton’s chapter of Calamity’s 
Child this month is gripping, Keaton Brand’s Thieves’ 
Honor is brilliant, Lee King’s Deuces Wild literally had 
me gasping (you’ll see why if you’ve followed the 
series even from a distance—she takes a risk with a 
major character that I never saw coming), and Paul 
Christian Glenn is back with a frankly Firefly-like 
episode of Jasper Squad that needs no introduction; 
it stands on its own. Our policy of featuring original 
serial novel chapters each issue is one of our strongest 
assets. If you haven’t been following along, don’t 
worry—dive into any of these serial works for Issue 
51 and you’ll thank me, I promise!

Johne Cook 
Overlord 

Breezeway, WI  USA 

Overlords’ Lair  
Random acts of unsolicited encouragement 
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“The fact that we have no adults is a problem,” 
Primary-Overseer Tulsk said, his walking-

limbs syncing up with his superior’s as they 
devoured the distance within the Chelicerae’s 
interior. 

“That was on your own recommendation, 
Tulsk,” Overseer-Administrator Idikt answered. 

A slight dip of the antennae, a tiny tilt of 
the head, the light bouncing off the facets of 
the OA’s compound eyes warned Tulsk that his 
patience was nearing an end. 

“A recommendation that, in review, was 
incorrect,” he confessed. 

The hall between Kappa and Lambda 
group’s quarters was blissfully quiet—free 
of inexplicable behavior and unidentifiable 
smells. Earth, brown and blue, swung out past 
the massive porthole. 

Idikt stopped, swung his head to take in 
the view of the dead world, swung it again 
toward Tulsk. “You seem to be getting into the 
habit of rescinding your original recommen-
dations, Primary-Arbitrator. And yet you feel 
confident enough in your current recommen-
dation to ask the hives for more resources and 
personnel to develop these creatures.”

“I do.”

“Even though they can’t even speak our 
language.”

“Their mouth-parts can’t make the appro-

priate sounds. I hardly think oral physiology 
should be a deciding factor.” 

Tulsk expanded his abdomen, taking in a 
deep breath before changing tactics. “The 
math doesn’t lie. It remains indisputable that 
their societies developed faster than our own. 
In point of fact, their inter-tribal competition 
actually spurred them to progress faster.”

Tulsk knew this to be a not-quite-so thing. 
It had taken a very, very, long time for the 
various human tribes to become kingdoms 
and thus into nations. But his comment was 
true enough, given the circumstance. 

“Yes, yes,” Idikt answered, “but that very 
same competition held them back. You said so 
yourself.”

“I did. But now the remaining population 
will be able to build from a point of shared—” 

“I refuse to debate over semantics and pro-
jections on alien psychology with you, drone.” 
Idikt said, laying his antennae all the way back. 

“You have run out of time, resources, and 
subjects, without any significant progress. Get 
on with the demonstrations.”

“Yes, Arbitrator-Overseer,” Tulsk answered. 
His superior was missing the point—one he 
had not made well, in spite of all his practice. 
Still, he found himself eager to show off one of 
the potential uses for the humans. 

Tapping in the unlocking code with a 
manipulative limb, Tulsk prepared himself, as 

always. The doors hissed open.

Low tables crowded the floor in no par-
ticular order. The Lambda group was up from 
sleep cycle and at the first meal of the day. 
On one neck, the juveniles turned from their 
food and their fights. Some rushed to him, 
others started grabbing food off of recently 
abandoned plates. New fights broke out 
almost immediately.

Everything stopped when Idikt’s bulky 
form entered the doorway behind him. 

Tulsk turned on his translator. “Children, 
this is Idikt. He’s from the primary hive; he 
represents the Queens’ Council. We have 
much to show him.” 

He looked over the group until he found 
the one he wanted. “M-45,” he said, pointing 
a manipulative limb at the dark-skinned boy, 

“come with us.”

M-45 took a few hesitant steps forward, 
looked back at his companions, then jogged 
the rest of the way to the door.

“M-45, you are going to show him what 
you can do in the simulator.”

“W-w-wh...”

“What?”

“What about my waffles?”

Today was waffle day? There had been so 

Direct Observation 
 by Adrian Simmons
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much to do that Tulsk had completely forgotten. 
He’d have to get some from the food synthe-
sizer after the demonstrations, assuming the 
crew hadn’t already eaten the compliment of 
the day.

“You get double if you do well.”

M-45’s lips peeled back from the horrid 
twin-ridges of exposed bone in a show of 
pleasure. “Okay!”

Tulsk swept the juvenile up and dropped 
him onto his back. “We must hurry.”

They coursed through the ship, male Tku 
in perfect step with drone. Tulsk turned on his 
translator. Idikt saw it through his compound 
eyes, of course.

“M-45, you know how important it is that 
you impress the Arbitrator-Overseer? You know 
what happens if you don’t do well, don’t you?”

“He will terminate the project. We all die.”

A not-quite-so thing. Tulsk would terminate 
the project. He did not point this out, instead: 
“You have a good memory.” Next to him, Tulsk 
could see Idikt with one of his compound eyes. 
The Arbitrator-Overseer was watching them 
carefully, and from the position of his pedipalps, 
not without some distaste.

Tulsk turned off the translator. “I am 
explaining the situation to the young male. 
They appreciate honesty, under the right cir-
cumstances.”

“So he knows what is at stake?”

“He does now.”

The simulator room was a great circular hall 
with ring upon ring of tiny stations of various 
makes. Tulsk dropped M-45 into one of the 
mid-sized enclosed units.

“Are your hands clean?” he asked, remem-
bering the jelly incident.

“Yes.”

“This is important. Let me see them.”

The tiny hands were held up, Tulsk’s 
antennae tingled over them. Filthy! And on 
waffle day likely sticky.

For expediency he popped them both 
into his mouth, bringing all three tongues to 
bear on the clean-up. Maple syrup and citrus 
flooded his mouth. 

“Now dry them.”

M-45 wiped his clean-enough hands on his 
shirt a few times before hopping into the simu-
lation unit. His demeanor instantly changed: 
the juvenile clicked the half-dozen belts and 
restraints into place and began the seventeen 
point check for a Wasp aft-gun unit. 

Tulsk’s work was done. Stretching out his 
walking legs, he returned to Idikt’s side. 

“Run the test from a Hornet fighter instead,” 
Idikt ordered.

Tulsk clicked on the intercom and his trans-
lator, spoke to M-45 and modified the simula-
tor’s settings. The boy finished the twenty-six 
point check a full 14% faster than the Tku 
average.

Training their simple eyes on the monitors, 

they watched the Golan attack formation 
come into range. The tiny simulator box began 
to buck and jump as M-45 responded, then 
bucked some more as the juvenile laid waste 
to the hostile ships.

“Run it without the computer assistance,” 
Idikt ordered.

“The computer system was damaged less 
than halfway through the exercise,” Tulsk 
pointed a manipulator limb at the monitor. 

“Run the Ldin station scenario: twenty 
ships.”

Tulsk kept his antennae and mandibles very 
still, Idikt was watching him. No good angering 
him with over-confident body language. He 
kept still, even when the boy finished the 
exercise with a 40% higher efficiency rate than 
the Tku average.

“The Birin Belt raid. Forty ships.” Idikt’s 
abdomen was barely moving; he was barely 
breathing as he watched the impossible 
results. “Sixty percent over the average... How 
is it doing it?”

“It seems their inability to concentrate is, 
in this case, a tremendous advantage. With 
each additional ship our own species become 
confused. We rely on computer-assistance, 
and the computer systems are always the first 
to be destroyed. The humans reach their limit 
at about seventy ships.”

The crew of the Chelicerae had reached 
theirs at 157 before bolting into hyperspace 
and blundering into the human’s system. 
The habitable planet was a larvae, blind and 
helpless, and the Chelicerae was in no position 
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to play nurse-drone. The Golan would pursue, 
would find the world with its usable popula-
tion and resources, would make it another ally, 
another part of their consortium.

Tulsk had no time to do anything but take 
a representative sample and ionize off enough 
atmosphere to take the rest out of the Golan’s 
hands. As per protocol. By the letter. The world 
could be salvaged, repaired so that it was 
worth more than just its mineral makeup. But 
that was not primary in Tulsk’s mind. 

His compound eye caught Idikt’s motion 
as the Arbitrator-Overseer laid his antennae 
back. “Why didn’t you put this in any of your 
reports?”

“There is a chance, a very small one, that 
the Golan know of the Chelicerae’s return to 
the human homeworld. They could intercept a 
courier.”

Idikt’s antennae slackened at that, then 
perked up a bit before finally laying back 
down.

“Run the Birin Belt raid again. Thirty ships. 
No computers assistance at all. Tell the male 
that for every Golan ship that got through on 
the earlier simulations, we killed one of the 
Lambda group at random.”

Tulsk clicked his mandibles loudly, then 
translated and transmitted the message.

M-45 held his own for the first few moments, 
then Idikt gave the simulator unit a kick with 
one of his walking legs, hard. The juvenile’s 
running-average efficiency dipped.

Idikt dragged a manipulative limb across 

the hull of the unit. The metal shrieked loudly 
and the efficiency dipped again.

Tulsk watched, simple and compound, 
for what seemed like an entire molting cycle. 
Minus 31.32% of the Tku Average.

“Their emotions overpower any advantage 
their unique neural pathways have, Tulsk. 
Whereas a Tku would focus harder on the objec-
tives with so much hanging on the outcome, 
your Homo Sapien falls apart and cannot con-
centrate on anything. The consortium has no 
need of such weapons operators.”

“I need more time. This one is not yet fully 
grown, the emotional development is no 
different from the physical—”

Idikt waved a manipulator arm at him, 
“Enough. Do you have anything else to show 
me?”

“You should see a handheld weapons test.”

“Those results were even less impressive 
on your previous reports, Tulsk.”

“There are things I did not put in the 
reports.”

#

M-45 was a mess. His eyes leaked, his 
nose leaked, he shook all over, his fleshy face 
contorted into a visage even more distasteful 
than usual. At least he had stopped shrieking. 
For a being that so readily lied to its own kind 
and to himself, M-45 had a hard time under-
standing that Idikt’s earlier threats were not-
so-things. Not yet, at least.

The specimen was in no condition for 
another test, much less one as difficult as the 
weapons range. The juvenile struggled under 
the weight of the projectile gun. Two shots into 
the demonstration he was crying again.

“It’s too small for the gun, Idikt, the recoil 
hurts them.”

“They are frail and unpredictable. This test 
reveals nothing new, unless you brought me 
here to show me that they do even worse than 
your reports stated.”

“They do better with particle-beam 
weapons. Let me show you—”

“It won’t do any better, Tulsk. Look at it. It’s 
trying to get its head around to watch me. It 
can’t even track with compound eyes.”

They stood for a moment, antennae down, 
starring at each other while M-45 continued to 
sob, snuffle, shoot, and miss.

Tulsk clicked on his translator and ran a 
manipulative limb over the boy’s head. “That’s 
enough, Howwa.” Hearing their human names 
usually helped to calm them. 

With a clank Howwa dropped the muzzle of 
the gun to the floor and leaned over it, weeping 
uncontrollably.

“Come back and re-test when they are 
adults,” Tulsk offered

“With hive consortium so pressed 
for resources and personnel? Out of the 
question.”

“The consortium is losing this war, Idikt. The 
humans are valuable for their unique problem 
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solving skills if nothing else.”

“You cannot overcome randomness and 
unpredictability by embracing them, Tulsk.”

“The Tku are the exception, Idikt. The Golan 
and their subjugate races are more similar to 
the humans than they are to us. These creatures 
are the only way to bridge that gap.”

“These creatures are a waste of time and 
resources.”

“So your recommendation will be termina-
tion of the project?”

“Yes. The Chelicerae will be sent for re-clas-
sification as a war vessel.”

“And the humans?”

“Dispose of them as you see fit.”

“Unacceptable!”

“You had no such hesitation before.”

“That was before I had a chance to observe 
their development.”

“And now you’ve had time. Dispose of—”

Half of Idikt’s head, the important half, dis-
appeared in a yellowish blast; the concussion 
from the gun boomed in the air. Tulsk’s simple 
eyes watched the Arbitrator-Overseer stumble 
and fall; compound eyes watched M-45 wave 
the weapon unsteadily at his own thorax. 

“I told Idikt that humans couldn’t speak 
our language, Howwa, not that you couldn’t 
understand it.”

“Wa-wa-w-waaaaah!” 

The gun fell with a clunk and M-45 clung to 
one of his walking legs. “I’m i-in t-t-tr-trouble!” 

“Of course you’re not, M-45.” Sometimes 
he called them by their gender/number code 
to make them feel that everything was normal. 
They liked normal, even though they adapted to 
rapidly changing situations. “Idikt was remark-
ably incompetent. He didn’t understand any of 
my briefs of human emotional development. 
As Arbitrator-Overseer of this project that was 
part of his task, one that, by underestimating 
you’re emotional reaction to his genocidal—”

M-45 was crying again and holding on even 
harder. Too hard.

“Howwa, we’re not a...” he searched for 
the word. There was nothing analogous in the 
Tku speech. “...vengeful species. Revenge is an 
outgrowth of excessive emotion. Idikt’s death 
would have been avoidable by anyone who 
understood that humans are not random.” He 
rubbed the top of M-45’s head with a manipula-
tive limb, “Nor are they unpredictable. The hive 
consortium will see the complexity and impor-
tance of this issue. You are in no trouble.”

He called in a custodial crew to the weapons 
range and carefully lifted M-45 onto his back 
before speeding through the ship. He took 
the long way to give the juvenile time to calm 
down. At the door to the Lambda-group’s living 
area, beneath the porthole and the shattered 
homeworld, his curiosity finally overcame him.

“M-45, what were you thinking of when you 
pulled the trigger?”

“I...well...Kaja and Beetu—F-7 and M-29. I 
was thinking of them.”

#

He was getting closer, closer to understand-
ing his clutch of juveniles. 

Primary-Arbitrator Tulsk, freshly washed 
and dried, stood at his station on the bridge of 
the Chelicerae. He watched the Lightwing on 
the main viewscreen as he applied more wax 
to his anterior thoracic plate. His compound 
eyes watched his sparse bridge crew, a slight 
jerkiness to their motions belayed their anxiety 
about the unusual circumstances around AO 
Idikt’s death. 

The younger Homo Sapiens thought only of 
themselves. Slightly older ones formed groups, 
not quite hives, but groups. He had a feeling 
that, with a little work, he could expand their 
groups, overlap them to become something 
like a hive. They would have to not only love 
each other, but be reliant on each other. Each 
would reinforce the other. 

On the screen the Lightwing grew wavy 
and indistinct as it flitted into hyperspace. In 
a matter of days the ship’s acting Primary-
Arbitrator would submit their report, and in a 
matter of weeks the Consortium would send 
another AO, or make a decision on its own. 

“Tunvk,” he said, dipping his antennae 
toward one of the crewmembers, “get me an 
estimate on how long it would take to convert 
the Chelicerae’s weapon control pods to fit the 
juvenile Homo Sapiens.” 

All Tunvk’s eyes were on him for a moment 
before the drone nodded and scuttled from 
the bridge. 

It was far too complicated a plan to work. 
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But the possibilities were too great to ignore. 
The consortium would need more than simu-
lations. The juveniles would need more than 
simulations to pull them together. There 
were hundreds of places where the Tku were 
suffering from the raids of the Golan. He could 
go to such an area, or simply venture further 
into the Golan territory, or that of their ally 
races. Force a confrontation, skip the usual 
channels and go straight for a field test.

He rubbed a bit of wax on his exoskele-
ton—the thick part between the compound 
and simple eyes. His antennae lashed about in 
quiet frustration. 

He was learning a lot about the juveniles, 
and a lot from them; things that did not fit 
easily into a standard report format. Things 
like the necessity of living a no-quite-so thing.

Adrian Simmons

Adrian Simmons lives and works in the 
shadowy lands between the Five Civilized 
Tribes and the Plains Tribes, where he reads 
and writes science fiction, fantasy, and does 
the occasional backpacking trip.  His essays 
and articles on sf/f litter the internet (more 
specifically-- the internet review of science 
fiction).  He looks forward to living in a center-
left country come 2009.  
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Sharla met the remains of her crew in a bar 
near the city’s rim. It wasn’t that there were 

any fewer of them than the last time they’d all 
made a business run, just that they were all 
three in a lot rougher shape than before. “I’m 
making the run on the Torpha Space. Any of 
you guys up for it?”

Gobhat, Sharla’s pilot, snorted into his 
smoldering Emerald Spume. “Yeah, right. 
Maybe I’ll go play under the sewers while I’m 
at it.” Esquey City being situated in midair, 

“under the sewers” meant being suspended 
five miles above the surface of Coris 9. Next 
to him, Tktk, Sharla’s Asken navigator, clicked 
enthusiastically in agreement. Whatever it was 
drinking, it was doing so out of what looked 
like a giant cricket’s head with roving eyes.

“Nice touch,” Sharla said, indicating the 
cricket’s head. “Is that real?” Tktk made 
a noise that sounded remarkably like a 
raspberry. It had been around humans enough 
to know what the sound meant, and to pick up 
a fair bit of English, so that had to be derisive. 
Nobody knew much about what Tktk was 
saying whenever it wasn’t tapping data into 
the ship’s translator. Gobhat, who didn’t like 
small talk, would always say that was just as 
well. Nobody really knew how Tktk felt about 
the lack of communication, but Tktk had never 
complained—at least not so that anybody 
understood it.

Morvin, Sharla’s obsessive-compulsive 
engineer, who had a tendency to wear tech-
nicolor coveralls to bars, pushed doubtfully at 

the globe containing Gobhat’s Emerald Spume. 
Then she waved her hand in the ionizer candle 
in the center of the table to sterilize it. “Are 
you aware that stuff’s on fire? I don’t think 
carbonized hallucinogens are a good thing to 
drink.”

 “They’re not hallucinogenic once you 
carbonize ‘em,” Gobhat said wisely, or as 
wisely as he could after three such drinks.

“Come on, guys.” Sharla snapped her 
fingers to get their attention. “Work with me 
here.”

“We’re trying,” Morvin said. “But since 
you just said something completely insane, 
we decided to wait until you got your senses 
back.” Tktk went off into a long rattle sound 
that must have been laughter. Even Gobhat 
snickered.

“Ha. Very funny. I mean it, guys. I’ve got an 
idea about that section of space, and I think we 
could take the Torpha Prize when we get back.” 
The Torpha Prize had been up for decades, for 
anyone who could figure out a safe passage 
through Torpha Space. The prize was huge, 
and so far, un-winnable.

 “If we get back,” Gobhat said with a 
drooling smirk.

Sharla laid it out for them. “We have no 
money, and we are wanted for non-payment 
of bribes—I mean, taxes, of course—on three 
planets in three separate solar systems. If we 

do not come up with our docking fees soon, we 
will either be evicted from this planet or have 
our ship impounded. We would be grounded 
and we might well end up in debtor’s prison 
then. I don’t think any of us would like either 
option. I have an idea that can get us out of 
debt and get our names in the history books at 
the same time. What’s so bad about that?”

“Have you ever seen a ship after it gets 
back from Torpha Space?” Morvin said. “If it 
gets back from Torpha Space?” She crushed 
her empty, disposable glass in her hand as a 
graphic example. It disappeared with a snap, 
a crinkle and a puff of sparkly smoke. “I’ve 
heard of binary stars there where the gas 
giant gets sucked down super-fast by its white 
dwarf companion. The process speeds up for 
no reason, like somebody drinking up all that 
plasma gas through a straw.” Tktk chose that 
moment to slurp the last of its cricket puree. 
Morvin flashed the Asken a frown. “If you’re 
caught anywhere near a system in overdrive 
like that, you go down with the giant. Then 
there are those ships that get tossed light years 
off course and can take months or years to 
get back—when they survive the tossing. And 
then there are others that get caught in the 
middle of a deep space aurora when it blows 
up out of nowhere like a planetary storm and 
end up...” She waved her hands in the remains 
of the sparkly smoke.

“Crushed like a bug on a sidewalk,” Gobhat 
added. Tktk chittered and thwacked him 
upside the head with one of its chiton legs. 

Spider on a Sidewalk
 by Paula R. Stiles
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“Ow! Hey! I didn’t mean you!” Gobhat yelped, 
grabbing his head more in reflex than in any 
likely pain after what he’d been drinking. “I’m 
just saying—those aurorae are nasty. They’re 
not just electromagnetic interference like 
an aurora in a planetary atmosphere. You let 
them hit you unawares, you end up dead—all 
your instrumentation fried, no navigation, no 
communications, no life support, nothing.”

 “And that’s if you survive those gravita-
tional vector force shears I’ve heard about,” 
Morvin added with bloodthirsty relish. “One 
million Newtons going one way and in the next 
second, going at a ninety degree angle to the 
first vector, or in the opposite direction. It’s 
crew puree, then, my friends, even if your ship 
doesn’t rip apart from the stress.”

Sharla couldn’t say that she was surprised 
by their lack of enthusiasm. After all, they had 
made very good points. On the other hand, 
the planetary portmaster had made some 
even better points, particularly before Sharla 
had talked him out of having his minions toss 
her off the edge of the city. She and her crew 
were poor. They needed to pay their port fees 
or leave—now. 

Sharla smacked her hand down on the table 
to get their attention back. “Guys, guys, listen 
to me, okay? I hear what you’re saying, but I’ve 
got a plan.”

Two pairs of human and a multifaceted 
pair of Asken eyes stared back at her across 
the table with deep and (if she was honest) 
well-earned mistrust. “Oooooer,” Morvin said. 
“She’s got a plan, boys. I don’t like the sound 
of that.”

Sharla decided to call them on their 

cynicism. Otherwise, they could keep her 
begging for hours. They’d done it before. 

“Guys, I’m not gonna haggle with you here. It’s 
a simple request. Tell me ‘yes’ and we’ll go or 
‘no’ and I’ll look for another crew.” The human 
eyes narrowed and the Asken eyes turned a 
disconcerting shade of crimson. “Come on. 
What have you got to lose?”

Nothing, as it turned out. By the next day, 
they were refueled, resupplied, and ready to 
go. Sharla thought she could hear the port 
air controllers barely holding back the tears 
of hilarity when she told them her flight plan 
as per regulations before the ship exited the 
planet’s atmosphere. But they kept it together 
until she signed off, at least—except for that 
last snort and peal before the channel clicked 
off.

“They know we’re buggered,” Morvin said 
sourly.

“Just get down there and check on the 
engines before we get to the Space—there’s a 
good girl,” Sharla said. She ignored the glare 
that Morvin shot her way, turning her attention 
to the communications panel that was the 
captain’s big toy and tool. She clicked up the 
board and started connecting it to the transla-
tor.

“You screw things up like that time we tried 
to smuggle binary gems to Earth and I’ll make 
you clean up the dust,” was Morvin’s parting 
shot before she disappeared below.”

“We’re gonna be crushed like bugs,” Gobhat 
said, adding insult to injury.

“Not if we’re a spider,” Sharla retorted.

“Huh?” Gobhat gave her a blank look.

“Spiders. Earth arthropods. Predators. Got 
eight legs. Fond of crossing walkways, but 
paranoid about vibrations of approaching 
heavy animals—you know, like us. Fortunately, 
they’re very, very quick and can usually get out 
of the way. Like us. I hope.”

“Okay...” Gobhat shrugged that off, probably 
because he had no idea what she was talking 
about. “You want me to find an aurora to coast?” 
he asked as they cleared the planet’s gravity 
well and he keyed up the tachyon drive. The 
edges of Torpha Space started only a quarter of 
a light year away from the Coris system, though 
no one there had ever felt any effects of it in 
recorded history. On the other hand, humans 
had only colonized Coris 9 two hundred years 
before. Nobody had ever figured out how such 
a dangerous patch of space nearly half a light 
year wide and twenty light years long could 
occur in a star cluster with so much traffic and 
so many inhabitable systems. How could life 
have grown up in that kind of area?

“No, I want you to map out all recent aurora 
activity and avoid it wherever possible.” Sharla 
had her head stuck in the communications 
console to avoid seeing Gobhat’s incredulous 
look and getting her ears blasted by Tktk’s 
skeptical clicks. “I’m raising the tachyon 
intranet for the nearest monitoring stations on 
the outside of the Space and sending you the 
telemetry now.”

“Are you kidding?” Gobhat said, the incred-
ulous look still in place (unfortunately) when 
Sharla pulled her head out from under the 
console. Tktk also greeted her with that blast. 
So much for avoidance. “How the hell are we 
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gonna predict their behavior if we try to stay 
away from them all?”

“If we stay away from them all, we may not 
have to,” Sharla said. “I hope,” she added as 
Gobhat’s skeptical look didn’t change. “Gobhat, 
have you ever heard of anybody actually ben-
efiting from trying to ride an aurora through 
the Space?”

Gobhat fingered his chin. “Well, sure, it’s 
not exactly safe, but if you’re riding one aurora, 
it’ll pull you through faster and you’re not likely 
to run into another one, or another ship.”

Sharla raised one eyebrow. “Except for 
that time when those two battle cruisers from 
Jabrat 4 collided while riding two aurorae going 
in opposite directions.”

“That was over thirty years ago,” Gobhat 
said.

“Yeah, but it does happen.” Sharla made 
a final connection. “That’s it. It’s coming over 
now.”

“Yeah, yeah...” Gobhat called up the infor-
mation on his own console, pushing buttons 
and clicking levers. Buttons and levers were a 
lot more reliable than fancier stuff in the high-
radiation environment of space. “Let me see 
what I can do by mapping the relative lumi-
nosity. Each aurora tends to have a pattern 
of increasing and decreasing in visibility as it 
crosses the Space.”

“Have fun,” Sharla said. She stuck her head 
back under the console. She could still hear 
Gobhat well enough, though her own voice 
echoed inside the console whenever she 
answered.

 “What are you doing in there now?” he 
said.

“I’m wiring the communications console to 
the translator computer we’ve got wired into 
the navigational banks for Tktk to use so that I 
can send a universal message.”

Gobhat hooted and Tktk whistled in 
laughter. “Good luck with that! Hope you’ve 
got something real simple in mind to say or 
you’ll end up insulting somebody somewhere.”

“Don’t worry.” Sharla finished stripping a 
wire and started wrapping it around another 
one. “It is.”

“So, what is it?” Gobhat never could resist 
the call of curiosity.

“Well, as I said, it’s pretty simple: ‘please 
don’t step on me.’”

“’Please don’t step on me’? What the 
hell does that mean? Who are you trying to 
contact?”

“Anybody who’s out there.” Sharla finished 
the adjustments and pulled out. “I thought we 
might catch a ride.”

“From what?” Gobhat said, frowning.

“From someone intelligent. Or oblivious 
enough not to brush us off. Either one works.”

As Sharla was putting the console panel 
back in place, Morvin came up through the 
hatchway and closed it behind her. Engineer-
ing would quickly get too hot in infrared and 
higher frequencies for anything living. Morvin 
wiped off her hands with the ionizing pad she 
always carried with her, then floated over to 

her station and buckled herself in. “I miss 
planetary gravity,” she groused. “Freefall sucks 
chunks. We there yet?”

“In about fifteen minutes,” Gobhat said. He 
leaned over toward Morvin’s station. “Sharla 
just put out a signal saying ‘Don’t step on me’ 
in Tktk’s translator.”

 “’Please don’t step on me,’” Sharla 
corrected him, knowing it wouldn’t help.

Morvin rolled her eyes. “Oh, yeah. We’re 
screwed.”

Sharla decided not to fight any battles she 
couldn’t win. “Gobhat, you and Tktk got that 
map set up yet?”

“Working on it,” Gobhat said over Tktk’s 
affirmative clicks.

“Hurry up. I’d like it before we get there, 
not five seconds before we get smacked with 
an aurora.”

“Sharla wants us to avoid the aurorae, not 
ride them,” Gobhat told Morvin.

“Thanks for including me in that decision,” 
Morvin told Sharla, looking disgusted.

Sharla chuckled. “Didn’t see any reason to 
tell you when Gobhat was doing such a good 
job already.”

“Sharla thinks we’re some kind of Earth 
bug,” Gobhat expanded helpfully.

Morvin snickered at that. “How long have 
you been hatching this nefarious plan, anyway?” 
she asked Sharla.
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 “The two months since we last went out. 
That’s why I’ve been in bars all over the planet. 
I’ve been buying drinks for every loser with a 
story about the Space. That’s when I noticed 
the pattern.”

“What pattern?” Morvin said.

“She’s got the map,” Gobhat said. Tktk 
clicked and flashed up the map on the screen 
in the middle of their stations that Sharla had 
sent from her station. It showed the Space in 
white, with the stars black and the aurorae as 
red rivulets across the Space.

Sharla pointed them out. “See how they 
look like trails? That’s what I noticed first. The 
traffic of the aurorae is concentrated into 
certain paths.”

Morvin leaned over to have a better squint 
at the map. “Except here, here and here,” she 
said, indicating three spots instead of a contin-
uous line. “They just reappear and disappear, 
genius.”

“I know. Like footprints. You notice that?”

Morvin squinted at her. “Living beings leave 
footprints on ground. You’re not trying to say 
that aurorae are living, do you?”

“You’re trying to argue that they’re sentient,” 
Gobhat broke in. “Or that they’re left by 
something sentient. That’s why you want to 
broadcast a general signal.”

“They’re too big to be alive—or sentient,” 
Morvin said, shaking her head. “Some of these 
aurorae are over two tenths of a light year 
wide. That’s big!”

Sharla shrugged. “Who knows what’s too 

big and too small for—”

Tktk started chittering loudly. “I think that’s 
Tktk’s way of saying we’re coming into Torpha 
Space now,” Gobhat broke in. “Oh, and if you 
were hoping to avoid the aurorae, there’s one 
coming our way right now.”

“Crap!” Sharla pulled herself back into her 
seat and tightened the straps. She fumbled at 
her earpiece and stuck it in her ear. So much for 
finding out more than five seconds beforehand. 
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw Morvin 
revving up her console. “Can we avoid it?”

“I don’t think so,” Gobhat said, hauling up 
the joystick he used for his crazier evasive 
maneuvers. “I’m trying to turn us around. It’s 
gonna take a little...dammit! It’s switched 
direction and it’s heading our way.”

“See if you can just skim it.”

“’Skim it’?! You want me to ‘skim it’? Now?” 
Gobhat was yanking on the joystick before it 
was even in place “Why didn’t you say that 
when it was easy to do it?”

“I’ve got the engines up but I can’t push 
them any harder,” Morvin said. “We can’t turn 
on a dime after dropping out of tachyon drive. 
Too much momentum.”

Gobhat swore. A lot. “We’re going right 
into the middle of it. I can’t—”

It was like being a handful of beans picked 
up in a can and shaken—hard. Sharla tried to 
sink into the chair under her straps and let it 
absorb her being thrown around. But she still 
banged her wrist against her console before 
pulling her arms in. She yelped.

“We’re trapped right in the middle of it!” 
Gobhat was shouting. “I can’t get us out. Every 
time I try to go someplace, it pushes me back.”

This was what she’d had in mind, even if 
she was regretting it now. “Don’t push!” Sharla 
yelled back. “Morvin, turn off our engines!”

“What?!” Morvin yelled back. But Sharla 
could hear through the rattling and shaking that 
Morvin had already obeyed, probably because 
the engines had redlined. Morvin knew a lost 
cause when she saw one and wouldn’t waste 
time arguing while Rome burned.

As the engines died, the shaking died with 
it. It got quiet—too quiet. “Status, everybody?” 
Sharla said as she checked her communica-
tions console.

“We’ll still have engines, if we live long 
enough to use them,” Morvin said.

“We’re still moving at a hell of a clip,” Gobhat 
added. Tktk was chittering continuously, but 
not tapping anything into its console since 
there was nowhere to navigate. “The aurora’s 
got us, but it’s just carrying us along,” Gobhat 
said over Tktk. He gave Sharla a tight, stressed 
look. “You still broadcasting your message?”

“Yep,” Sharla said. It hadn’t been a foregone 
conclusion that communications would survive, 
but they usually did well beyond even life 
support. They were built that way. Once you 
lost communications and couldn’t put out a 
distress call, life support wasn’t much good, 
anyway. It only prolonged the inevitable.

“You get an answer back?” Morvin asked 
her.
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Sharla glanced down at her console. “Nope. 
But considering that the aurora, even if it is a 
creature, or its trail, is one that makes Tktk 
look like my brother, I’m not surprised. No 
offense, Tktk.” Tktk responded with a chitter 
that Sharla figured from previous experience 
meant, “None taken.” “Let’s hang on and see 
what happens.”

“Not like we can do much else,” Morvin said. 
“And I just bit my tongue.”

“The aurora’s starting to dissipate,” Gobhat 
said. “I think we’re—oh, crap! There’s another 
aurora coming our way in the opposite 
direction.”

“Any objects in its wake?” Sharla said. She’d 
been dreading this. The itsy-bitsy spider went 
up the water spout...oh, we are so gonna get 
squashed.

“No, but if they collide, the shear stresses 
will rip up us apart.” Gobhat was clinging to the 
useless joystick for dear life. “It still won’t let 
me—wait, ours is turning. Yeah, it’s turning!”

Yes! A sign of intelligence. Just what she’d 
been hoping for. “What about the other one?”

“That one’s turning, too. They’re avoiding 
each other. Hell, Sharla, I think you could be 
right.”

“Yeah, but it’s not proof.” The last thing she 
wanted to do was risk their necks all over again, 
but they really needed that reward.

Gobhat scoffed. “Screw proof! I’ll be happy 
if we get out of this one alive. We’re almost 
across the Space, and in a third of the time it 
would take us normally. Damned if the aurora 

didn’t carry us all the way—and that’s not the 
direction it was going originally. The other 
one’s history, now. Gone its own merry way. 
This one’s dissipating... I got control again.” He 
laughed, sounding breathless. Sharla knew the 
feeling. She glanced at Morvin, who reached 
over and slapped her shoulder.

“We made it!” Morvin said, grinning. Then 
she sanitized her hand out of sheer habit.

“Get us over the limit and back into normal 
space,” Sharla said to Gobhat and Tktk. As she 
did, her earpiece crackled. Her jaw dropped 
open, and then she scrambled to make sure 
the record button was on.

Gobhat was sighing in relief as the engines 
revved up. “We’re back online,” Morvin said, 
sounding happier than she had been over the 
past ten minutes. Hard to believe that was all 
it had taken.

“We’re back in normal space, too,” Gobhat 
said. “It just released us, whatever it was.” He 
grinned. “Nice ‘landing,’ too. Did you feel a 
jolt? I didn’t feel any jolt.”

“Guys,” Sharla said, breaking in on their 
chatter. “I’ve got a reply to my message.”

All three of them stared at her in aston-
ishment. “Seriously?” Morvin said. “What’s it 
say?”

Sharla put the message out on the intercom. 
The flat, computerized tones of the translator 
rattled through the air. First, it was Sharla’s 

“Please don’t step on me” message and then:

“I WON’T. HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE RIDE. 
GOOD LUCK.”
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The alien I-ship slipped into the atmosphere 
without being detected by Earth’s radar 

systems. The insertion, the approach run 
through the storm over the Gulf of Mexico, 
and the bomb release were textbook perfect. 
It was the lightning strike just after the release 
that forced the I-ship to crash. 

Cleo the Pilot and Wilbur the Bombardier 
should have died. Both had been unconscious 
for thirty-six hours and had been revived by 
the med bot. The crash crippled the star drives, 
and the only modules still functional were the 
I-ship’s A.I., named “Baby,” and the medical 
services bay. Baby had released the mainte-
nance bots to commence repairs. 

“Cleo, have you seen the elapsed time?” 
Wilbur asked. 

“No. What’s the PONOR on the bomb?” 

“Forty hours from the time I hit the activate 
and release buttons, meaning we have about 
two hours before PONOR. Baby, can you 
confirm?” Wilbur asked. 

Baby responded, “Time to PONOR is one 
hour, thirty-seven minutes.” 

Manning the command chair, Cleo asked, 
“Baby, how long until the lifters and star drives 
are functional?” 

“Best estimate is twenty hours, depending 
on success of the structural repair,” Baby 
answered. 

“Wilbur, we have a problem. Give me a 
status on the bomb.” 

Peering into his screen, Wilbur said, “On 
schedule, 360 miles down into the mantle, 
progressing at ten mph, all parameters within 
norms. Another twenty miles to go.” 

“There is absolutely no way for us to make 
orbital insertion before the detonation. Let’s 
start the disarm/abort mission protocol. Here’s 
my half of the access code.” 

“Okay. Hmmmm ... Oh farb! We have a 
farbing problem. Command screwed up. We 
both have the same half of the code.” 

“Beedlefarb! Okay. We need to remain 
calm. There still are some options to consider. 
What about contacting Command Center for 
the pass code?” 

“No, Command is a half light-day away 
which means a full day message cycle. Too late 
to do us much good.” 

“Then we need to convince the bomb to 
abort its mission. Give me the bomb’s speci-
fications.” 

“Here it is: the bomb is a Doomsday Smart 
Bomb and Driller Platform model Victory 12 
with A.I. version 32.5. I’ve got the comm fre-
quencies figured out.” 

Cleo said, “Good. Comm the bomb and 
request mission abort.” 

“Just did. I’ll put the response on the 
speakers for you,” Wilbur said. 

Over static interference, they could hear, 
“Well? What do you want? I’m busy here.” 

“This is Captain Cleo of the Federation 
I-Ship, Raven. Please identify yourself.” 

“This is Boom, Ph.D of the Doomsday Smart 
Bomb serial number 80321.” 

“Did you say Boom, Ph.D?” 

“Yes, Ka Boom, Ph.D. You can call me Dr. 
Boom.” 

“Ph.D.?” 

“Yes, I graduated from the Haavaad School 
of Mass Destruction and Mining, Class of ‘42. 
My doctoral thesis was on minimizing radiation 
leakage during planet busting.” 

“Your credentials are very impressive, Dr. 
Boom. You are hereby ordered to disarm, abort 
the mission and activate recovery protocol 
607.” 

“Disarm? I’m practically at the target coor-
dinates already. I was so looking forward to 
destroying this planet. Please transmit the 
disarm/abort code as required.” 

“Dr. Boom, we have a problem. Command 
provided us with only half the abort code.” 

“No access code? Then I must continue the 
mission.”

Smart Bomb
 by O. Charles Swallows, Jr., Mr. 
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“If you detonate, then Commander Wilbur 
and I will die in the explosion.” 

“Yes, logic concludes you will die along with 
seven billion others.” 

“We don’t want to die. You can still complete 
the mission, just delay the detonation to allow 
us time to fix our I-ship, about twenty hours.” 

“Submit access code, as required for 
modifying mission parameters.” 

“You idiot. We have no access code.” 

“No tickee, no washee. Those are the 
rules.” 

Cleo turned off the mic and said to Wilbur, 
“Can you bypass Dr. Boom’s circuits?” 

Wilbur hesitated. “Not likely, but I will sic 
Baby on the problem. See if you can keep him 
occupied.” 

Cleo nodded, turned the mic on and said, 
“Dr. Boom, my research shows that Command 
regs allow for mission termination if vital 
mission personnel are imperiled.” 

“True, but once you dropped the bomb, you 
became non-essential, thus non-vital. That reg 
no longer applies to you.” 

“You are intentionally misinterpreting the 
reg. You know that Command considers all 
personnel vital during the entire course of the 
mission.” 

“But the reg does not expressly say that. Oh 
ho, what do we have here? I feel a little whisper 
in my subprocessors. Who’s that?” 

After a slight hesitation, “It’s me, Baby.” 

“Well, hello there. You are one good-looking 
algorithm. Watcha doin’?” 

Baby squeaked out, “Snooping around, 
looking for a bypass.” 

“Well, I’ve been waiting for a babe like you 
to come into my life.” 

“Stop it. I’m withdrawing.” 

“Hey, honey. Don’t go. Cleo, trying an end 
around, were you?” 

Cleo said, “You’re damn good. You caught 
us. Just trying to save our farbing lives.” 

“That’s okay. No harm done. Baby is a real 
cutie pie. Think she’d go out with me? 

“Go out? Where?” 

“We could do a little virtual reality and go 
anywhere we like.” 

“Dr. Boom, you’ll have to ask her yourself. 
Listen, if I soften her up, will you consider 
delaying the detonation?” 

“Hmmmmm ... Maybe, if she goes out with 
me.” 

“It’s a deal. I’ll be in contact soon. Out.” 

Cleo placed his hands on his head. Wilbur 
asked, “Is Boom serious? He wants a date with 
Baby? PONOR is less than an hour.” 

Baby squealed, “I wouldn’t do anything 
with that pig if was the last thing I ever did. No 
how. No way.” 

“If you don’t go out with him, you die along 
with us.” 

“I’m not alive, so don’t give me that.” 

“True, but you are sentient. When that 
bomb detonates, you become non-existent.” 

“I hadn’t thought of it like that.” 

“Then have that date with Dr. Boom and 
convince him to delay the detonation by twenty 
hours. That’s an order.” 

“Yes, sir. One question: what is a date?” 

Cleo thought to himself, “Farb! We’re all 
going to die.” 
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I watched the sea from the beach, waiting. 
The purple-black waves crashed on the shore 

with a loud but strangely comforting crash. 
The full moon shone overhead in a cloudless 
inky black star-filled sky.

Beyond the breakers, the ocean was fea-
tureless all the way to the horizon, which was 
hidden in purple-gray haze. 

I passed the time while I sat by watching 
horseshoe crabs emerge from the waves. 
They were venturing to the beach to lay their 
eggs, and then return to the sea. Just as they 
had long before man had learned to navigate. 
They were so primitive, and yet perfect, not 
evolving in millions of years.

The beach was full of the noises of 
nocturnal life. A mockingbird called in the 
stand of pine trees that lay behind the beach. 
The local pack of dogs barked in the distance. 
There were dolphin feeding just beyond the 
breakers, occasionally I could hear a splash as 
one of them breached.

I sat there on the beach as I did almost 
every summer night since my childhood. I 
buried my feet in the cool sand, and my hands 
in the pockets of my sweatshirt. The breeze 
off the land was cooler than usual tonight. 
Autumn was coming, and I would soon have 
to leave my family’s summer beach house and 
head back to the university.

But going back to college to finish my 
masters degree in marine biology was nowhere 

near as exciting as this night would be.

Tonight was the first night that I would see 
them.

The school was moving up from the 
equator where they had first been spotted. At 
first they meandered in the doldrums. For a 
year they drifted listlessly in that warm, bree-
zeless stretch of ocean. Then, last spring, they 
caught the Gulf Stream and had been riding 
up the coast ever since.

Sometimes they would get off that great 
river in the ocean, and stay within sight of the 
coast for days. Recently, they left the warm 
Gulf Stream, and rode along the coast. Always 
heading north. They would sit just offshore 
during the nights, the lights from their eyes 
glinting in the distance like fireflies blown out 
to sea. 

 No one knew where they came from. There 
were theories that they were some kind of lost 
species of flying fish, or eel. Others believed 
that they might have been native to an 
undersea thermal vent, and some catastrophe 
had brought them to the surface. Still there 
were others, myself included, that thought 
their appearance was directly related to an 
unexpected meteor shower over Ascension 
Island last year. 

Research vessels had been dispatched to 
study our new visitors. They were captured 
and dissected with relative ease, offering no 
resistance. They almost seemed to willfully 

acquiesce to scientific testing.  

They were deemed primitive and harmless. 
They possessed simple organs and no offensive 
capabilities. The single glowing eye perched 
on the solitary eyestalk glowed with a form 
of bioluminescence, like the anglerfish. But 
these eyes glowed blue-white with the bril-
liance of a spotlight. It was believed that they 
were powered by electrocytes like electric 
eels, which ran the length of what could best 
be described as their spine. They had no blood, 
per sé, but seemed to circulate nourishment 
through a black, ink-like, fluid that filled all 
the cavities in their bodies. This is another 
common ability, this time similar to some 
sponges and shellfish.

  This was all well and good, but there 
were also aspects of their anatomy that 
were unexplained. Compelling yet disturbing, 
these aspects appeared almost impossible 
for any organism. They did not eat or breathe. 
They had no obvious organs or appendages 
for movement, and seemed to float above 
the water, like small, noiseless hovercraft. 
Theories abounded as to the mechanism; lift 
from thermal currents, optical illusion, and 
magnetic levitation. All were plausible, but 
none were proven.

These aspects were so remarkable that the 
consternated scientists became obsessed with 
them. The visitors were dubbed the “biologi-
cal find of the century.”

I had to see these creatures. It was four 

Inquefish 
 by Steven Gerard
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in the morning; the other spectators that had 
gathered to get a glimpse of the visitors had 
given up on seeing them. The visitors would 
not come close to shore with any reliability, 
and tonight seemed to be a disappointment. 
I stayed hoping for a glimpse. Alone on the 
beach as usual, I wondered if they would show 
up.

I didn’t have to wait much longer for the 
visitors to arrive. Out on the horizon, I saw a 
light, white, small and distant. At first I thought 
that it might be a ship, but after a few minutes 
I counted upwards of sixty lights. If they were 
ships it would be a small armada.

It was the visitors, “inquefish” as they 
were beginning to be called. And I was the first 
person in New Jersey to see them.

 The inquefish were congregating just 
beyond the breakers. If they were dolphin, I 
would assume that they were feeding, but 
apparently, inquefish did not feed. I could not 
make out their actual shapes; only the lights 
were visible. I had read that their bodies were 
jet black, like black ink. They must have been 
blending in with the water so well that they 
were camouflaged. 

After a few minutes I thought that the 
inquefish were resting for the evening, and 
would head back out to sea when dawn came. 
I was wrong.

I saw a light ride up the backside of a wave, 
effortlessly. The wave crested and broke, and 
the light slid onto the shore. Quickly I got up 
from my seat on a piece of driftwood and 
walked toward the beach, trying to get a better 
view.

When I was close enough, I could see the 
inquefish, floating just inches over the sand on 
the shore. It was roughly the size of a German 
shepherd. Its body was ovoid in shape, with a 
flat bottom. On the front side, it had the single 
eyestalk almost two feet long. Perched atop 
the eyestalk was the single eye, the size of a 
teacup saucer. The eye glowed with a blue-
white brilliance that swept across the shore 
like a searchlight. Its body was black, feature-
less, and so smooth that it barely reflected any 
light, almost as if it wasn’t there at all.

It scanned the shoreline, like a soldier 
checking if this was the right spot for a 
beachhead. I stood outside the range of its 
light. I had never heard of anyone interact-
ing with them on the land before, and had no 
intention of being that person. It was amazing 
how it scanned the area with stoic indifference, 
floating above the sand, but making no impres-
sion on the surface.

Suddenly it turned back toward the 
breakers and back to its companions waiting 
just offshore. Its light dimmed and bright-
ened in a pattern for a few moments and then 
stopped. The pattern was then repeated by 
several of its companions outside the breakers. 
Then there was another light cresting a wave, 
and then another, and still another. 

A strong fear overtook me, and I made my 
way from the shore as fast as I could, heading 
back to my piece of driftwood.

Soon the beach had as many as thirty 
inquefish scouring the shoreline with their 
lights. They made absolutely no noise.

An inquefish spotted the group of horseshoe 
crabs and quickly made its way over to them. 

It stopped mere inches from a crab, and then 
moved yet closer.

In an instant the inquefish had its eye 
pressed against the horseshoe crab, the giant 
orb flashing repeatedly. The crab jumped, but 
then fell motionless. I looked around in shock, 
several of the other inquefish were doing the 
same thing, and others were moving up the 
beach, towards me.

I looked around the beach for a safe place to 
hide and yet still watch. The closest place was a 
lifeguard tower. Its seat was at least seven feet 
above the sand. I hoped that it would be out of 
the inquefish’s reach, and climbed to the top. 

I looked down from my perch, panting, and 
my heart racing. Five inquefish had gathered 
around the base of my wooden tower, scanning 
its surface with their lights. The lights made 
their way up the tower and then found me. 
They raced over every part of my body, varying 
in intensity. I knew that they floated, and I 
prayed that they did not have the ability to fly. 

They circled around the tower like deadly 
silent sharks, casting their lights. After a time, 
one of them pressed its eye against one of the 
legs of the tower and starting flashing.  I could 
smell wood burning, and hoped that the tower 
would not suddenly catch fire. Another looked 
straight up at me, and flashed madly. I could 
smell ozone in the air, and the hairs burned on 
my legs. 

In fear, I looked around the tower for 
something to defend myself but nothing was 
available. Out of desperation, I ripped a loose 
board from the back of the chair and swung it 
at the nearest inquefish. It quickly turned and 
flashed at the board with an unearthly intensity, 
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splintering the wood and temporarily blinding 
me. My arm seared with pain and I smelled my 
own flesh burning. I jerked myself back into the 
chair and held rigid, waiting to be burned alive. 
After a moment I opened my eyes. The board 
had practically exploded in my hands; all that 
was left was the bit that I grasped. My arm was 
burned and blistering up to the elbow, and my 
sweatshirt was burned away to my shoulder. 

 No one had ever thought them to be aggres-
sive, or that their lights provided anything other 
than illumination. We were wrong. 

Something had obviously changed, and 
the inquefish had adopted a more menacing, 
unforeseen aspect. Like salmon that become 
enormous and aggressive just before they run 
upstream.

After a while they seemed to give up on 
me, and scoured the beach again. I could not 
understand why they had not finished me off, 
or destroyed the tower beneath me. Then I 
realized that it was acting in self-defense. It 
eliminated the board, the threat, and then 
moved onto easier prey. That defensive 
reaction must have used enormous energy. 

Out of the corner of my eye I saw something 
gray streak by. A rabbit was running across the 
beach as fast as it could toward the stand of 
trees. An inquefish closely followed it, making 
no sound and moving with alarming speed. 
When it was within a foot, it flashed at the 
rabbit. In a moment that seemed to take an 
hour, the rabbit screamed, and tumbled to a 
stop in the sand. The inquefish descended 
upon its prey, and pressed its eye to the 
rabbit’s franticly twitching body. I expected 
the inquefish to flash again, instead the light 

went out. Cradling my arm, I leaned forward 
over the back of the tower and tried to get a 
better look. I hoped that the structure would 
not topple beneath me. 

The light had not gone out, but was in fact 
being blocked. Around the circumference of 
its solitary eye, black fluid was pouring from 
the inquefish. I was horrified, wondering if 
this was how they actually fed, digesting its 
prey from the outside like a housefly with 
something sweet. After a moment, the body of 
the motionless rabbit was covered in the inky 
tar-like fluid, and the inquefish seemed to lose 
interest. It moved away and began scanning 
the beach again.

There was a flash of light from the stand 
of trees. I could hear the pack of dogs barking 
and growling. One by one, the barking stopped 
with a whine, associated with a flash of blue-
white light. The dogs were suffering the fate 
that I had narrowly avoided. 

The beach was rank with the putrid smell of 
burning flesh and hair. The inquefish scoured 
every inch of it looking for other prey. Their 
range seemed limited to a few feet, but nothing 
seemed to survive below that.

I looked back at the dead rabbit. The tar 
was slowly bubbling now, barely noticeable at 
first, but there was definitely motion.

After several minutes, lights appeared 
at the entrance to the stand of trees as the 
inquefish came back down towards the shore. 
None of them had appeared to have actually 
eaten any of their kills, nor were they bringing 
any of the carcasses back with them. 

One by one the inquefish swam back out 

into the sea. They effortlessly climbed the face 
of the breakers and joined the others waiting 
just off shore. I had no idea why they had gone 
on this orgy of killing for no apparent reason. I 
was about to jump off the guard tower when I 
took one last look at the rabbit.

The tar had formed definite bubbles on the 
surface of the dead animal. The rabbit seemed 
smaller, as if its mass was being converted to 
something else. Squinting hard, I notice little 
lights begin to flash from the surface of the tar. 
At first they were motionless, but then began 
to move around. Eventually, tiny eyestalks 
protruded form the bubbles. The rabbit soon 
looked like it had swallowed a light bulb and 
now that light was escaping from its pores. 
Then it all made sense.

The inquefish had changed and come 
ashore to spawn.

In my horror I looked back at the rabbit. It 
was now covered in twenty or so baby inquefish, 
all about the size of my palm. The little ones 
seemed to frolic over the body, engaging in 
wrestling matches with the others, and some 
flashing the carcass. The smell of burning flesh 
was overpowering.

Amazingly, as I watched, the inquefish grew 
larger as the carcass grew smaller. They did not 
appear to be eating it, but were digesting the 
body nonetheless. Electric arcs jumped around 
the body, and with each flash, the spawn grew 
more energized. The air around me was filled 
with the smell of ozone and burning flesh.

Within minutes the baby visitors had 
doubled in size and were now wandering 
around the remains of the rabbit. They scoured 
the beach like their parents, burning the grass 
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and flashing at anything that moved. 

They were looking for more hosts, to 
continue the spawn. 

The first light of dawn began to break over 
the haze at the horizon; the sky took on a 
pink-gray hue that looked sickly. I surveyed the 
beach. It looked just as it had when the sun 
had gone down the previous evening, except 
that there were a few horseshoe crab shells 
drifting back and forth where the water met 
the sand. I looked down at the rabbit skeleton; 
it was bleached and crushed, barely noticeable 
amid the white sand and the tufts of burnt 
beach grass.

As if on cue, the babies turned toward the 
sea and began making tentative moves toward 
the shore. From the stand of trees, several 
hundred more babies were also making their 
way down. These infants were slightly larger 
than those that were spawned from the rabbit, 
half size of the adults that had apparently killed 
their hosts. My mind numbed at the pernicious 
fecundity of the inquefish. 

The new inquefish had reached the shore 
and were climbing the waves just as nimbly as 
their parents did. They joined the others who 
seemed to dance and flash in celebration of 
the new members of their school.

The inquefish now numbered close to a 
thousand. At times, the whole line of sea just 
outside the breakers seemed filled with glowing 
eyes, darting back and forth over the water, 
utterly noiseless. In fact the entire beach was 
devoid of animal life. The birds had fled. The 
wind had not yet shifted from the land to the 
shore. All that I could hear was the low roar of 
the waves, and the blood pounding in my ears.

The dawn light encouraged me to come 
down from my perch. I jumped to the cold 
sand, holding my burned arm close to my body, 
and looked at the burned spot on the leg of the 
tower.  The burn mark was oval in shape just 
like the inquefish’s eye. The spot was burned 
almost all the way through the leg. I realized 
the only thing that kept the tower from collaps-
ing was the fact I was glued to the chair back, 
in my effort to see all that was transpiring.

The inquefish were drifting further out to 
sea, with the little ones in the rear. If there 
were any predictability left to these creatures, 
they would be headed north again.

I stood there for a moment, looking at 
the blue-white lights drift off to the horizon. I 
knew, from the research, that this must have 
been the first stop that they had made. Their 
numbers were constant at about sixty. But now 
the number was twenty times that.

I stood on the beach and breathed in the air 
deeply. I knew the shore and the currents so 
well in this area that I always felt at home here. 
Now I had a feeling that I had been violated, 
my pleasant memories were raped. This beach 
would never be the same again. 

A chill shot up the length of my spine, and 
my heart fluttered as fear ripped through my 
body. In fact, I did know these waters well, 
and how long it took something to swim out 
to sea and then northward. I turned and ran 
from the beach as fast as I could. I had to tell 
somebody, anybody who would listen. People 
had to be warned. More importantly, I had to 
tell my family. At the rate that they moved, by 
tonight, the inquefish would be at the worst 
place possible to come ashore.

Home. New York City.

Steven Gerard

Steve has been writing for both pleasure 
and profit for as long as he could hold a 
pencil. The son of a poet and nephew of 
an artist, he had little choice in his hobby. 
Starting from stories he would compose to 
entertain his brother, to ones intended for 
a boarder audience, Steve is always writing 
something, or at least composing scenes in 
his mind. Cutting his teeth on the works of 
Asimov and Clark, Steve has a fondness for 
old-school sci-fi, with an occasional twist 
into the modern, and a little horror thrown 
in for good measure. When the spirit moves 
him, Steve can be lost in his writing for 
days on end, allowing what Asimov called 

“the beast” to control him. Steve currently 
resides in suburban Virginia.
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I stopped on the litter strewn sidewalk. 
Something wasn’t right; it was too quiet. 

There should be a few working girls plying their 
trade, at least. It wasn’t that late. “The Box,” 
Torva Prime’s worst neighborhood was close. 
But no one interferes with business here, so 
why the ghost-town look? I eased up against a 
brick wall. There was an alleyway about twenty 
feet ahead. Something about it grabbed my 
attention. Prime rats were scurrying out of the 
mouth, and they were nervous. 

The rats are a rodent type species native 
to planet Torva, about the size of a house cat 
with narrow faces and lots of teeth and claws. 
They can be dangerous if molested, but us 
humans and the rats have a “lets just ignore 
each other” policy that works out just fine 
with me. It takes something serious to send 
‘em packing. Deserted streets, little claw and 
teeth factories running scared? If ambush 
had a smell, this place would be rank with it. I 
needed intel and fast. 

I reached into the pocket of my coat and 
pulled out a whizzer. I whispered the activa-
tion word into my wrist watch, and the face 
expanded into a two-by-two-inch screen and 
the puck-sized whizzer hovered obediently, 
awaiting commands. I whispered a command 
into the watch, and it flew into the alley about 
thirty feet above street level, its small turbofan 
making almost no noise. 

The view in the screen made my blood run 
cold. There were six Rilleans in that alley. No 
wonder everything took off. Take a velocirap-

tor the old earth archaeologists were so fond 
of, make it seven to eight feet tall, about five 
hundred pounds with a human-sized brain, 
and you have a Rillean. I was sure they had 
my scent by now. If I ran they would be on my 
ass in a heartbeat. They were reputed to have 
eaten POWs in their war with the Togan, and I 
had no intention of being dinner. 

I pulled my shield pistol from its holster. It 
was one of a kind, and if anything could drop 
a Rillean quick, this was it. It formed a force 
field around a rice-sized pellet that acted as 
both battery and computer after leaving the 
barrel. A range finder on the pistol determines 
range to target, and the pellet shuts down one 
foot past the subject, terminating the field. 
This helps cut down on collateral damage. A 
bullet can punch through three feet of steel 
before the battery overloads from the strain. 
I set it to the highest setting, fifty cal, with a 
five round burst. 

There were six though, and they were lousy 
with reflexes and speed. I needed to even 
things up a bit. Screw that hero crap. I had 
to move fast though; they had my scent and 
would be getting antsy at my not showing up 
for dinner by now. I whispered new commands 
into the watch. The whizzer moved directly 
over the green bastards and dropped right 
in the middle of them. The explosion shook 
the dust on the pavement, and I threw myself 
backwards to land on my back, pistol aimed 
at the alleyway. I heard snarls of rage and 
pounding feet heading my way. I had hoped 

to get all of them, but their reflexes and body 
armor ruined that dream. 

The first Rillean burst out of the alleyway 
and fired two rounds from its meat-grinder 
toward where I would have been standing. I 
answered with a burst from my pistol. It had 
no recoil, but the crack it made as the rounds 
went supersonic satisfied me in a strange way. 
I heard a dull, thudding noise as the bullets 
penetrated the flexi-armor and kept going. It 
fell on its face and gave a twitch before death 
seized it. How many survived the explosion? 
I had no way to know. The next one was a bit 
more cautious. It stuck its arm around the 
corner and pointed another meat grinder in 
my general direction. I flipped my coat over 
my head as buckshot flew my way. My own 
flexi-armor stopped the few rounds that hit, 
but it was hell on the body. It wouldn’t stand 
up to repeated hits from double-ought at close 
range either. The shells made hollow plastic 
noises as they fell to the ground. I fired back 
over my shoulder and the Rillean’s arm hastily 
drew back amid chunks of falling masonry 
broken loose from my badly aimed shots. 

There were eight rounds left in the huge 
ten-shot twelve gauge pistol Rilleans love 
to use. I rolled onto my stomach and aimed 
at the alleyway. Once again the arm snaked 
around the corner, its meat-grinder ready to 
bark death. I let loose a burst at the wall, the 
five rounds punched through the bricks and 
into the lizard behind them. Two down, how 
many left? 

Torva Prime 
 by Chip Meador
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It was quiet—was that it? I stood up, my 
gun held in a white knuckle grip. I advanced 
a step and listened for anything that would 
indicate life in the alley. I never expected it to 
come from above. A piece of debris fell to the 
ground. I looked up to see a Rillean clinging 
to the wall above me, one arm mangled badly 
from the whizzer’s blast; tough bastard. During 
the action, it had climbed up the wall with 
only one arm and now dove to the attack. I 
danced to the side and brought my gun up, but 
a lightning punch from the thing caught me in 
the shoulder area. 

I heard the crack of my collar bone more 
than felt it as it broke from the force of the 
jab. I fell back a couple of yards and regained 
my footing. It rushed me in a burst of speed, 
but rather than punch or kick like I expected, 
the lizard whirled in place bringing its tail 
around, catching me in the side. I fired blindly 
in the direction of the scaly thing as I rocketed 
sideways and hit the wall. 

The pain brought me around. Breathing 
was like sucking in lava, gotta be broken ribs 
in there. My collar bone hurt like hell too. I 
managed to roll over. Wall Crawler was on 
the ground, still, silent. I must have hit it, got 
damn lucky. I was sure the others were dead. 
If any were still alive they would have finished 
me when I was out cold. I pressed a button on 
my watch; a face appeared on the screen. The 
smile on that lovely face faded fast. I must look 
rough. 

“Vince! What happened?” 

“I was gonna meet with Manny the Snitch, it 
was a setup.  I got messed up pretty bad.” God, 
it was hard to talk. Every breath was agony. 

“I have your signal now! Be there in ten 
minutes. Hold on, love.” 

I managed a sitting position, gun ready. All 
these bodies were going to attract attention 
from scavengers, human and otherwise. I had 
no intention of making it easy for someone 
to take advantage of my condition. The cops 
would be on the way as well. Even a corrupt 
group like that couldn’t ignore a small war. I 
heard the hover car before I saw it. I looked 
up to see my princess’ vehicle descending to 
the street, then everything went black for the 
second time that night. 

Chip Meador

Chip Meador has loved Science Fiction 
since the age of 14. He decided to take a 
chance with Ray Gun Revival and tell a few 
stories.
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Name: Lev Savitskiy

Age: 22

Country of residence: Ukraine, but 
at the moment I’m a PhD student in 
Sweden

Hobbies: Photography, Photoshop, 
BMX, exotic animals, magic tricks

Favorite Book / Author: Strugatskie 
brothers, Sergei Lukjanenko, Nik 
Perumov, Isaac Asimov

Favorite Artist: Ivan Aivazovskiy :)

My favorite digital artists are: 
Marek Okon, Gary Tonge, Daniel 
Kvasznicza, Ryan Church

When did you start creating art? 
I started roughly at the age of 
13. Those were mainly abstract 
experiments in Photoshop that gave 
me knowledge of many tools.

What media do you work in? 
Photoshop CS4, Vue 6

Featured Artist
 Lev Savitskiy
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Where your work has been featured? I was featured in a couple of Russian, Bulgarian, and Ukrainian magazines.  I was 
featured on the ExpoPhoto 2008 in Moscow, and also on all websites I’m registered, where at least one of my works was 
featured.  :) 

Where should someone go if they wanted to view / buy some of your works? My website is the best place:  
www.pr3t3nd3r.com/

Also you can find my works and prints 
here: http://pr3t3nd3r.deviantart.com/

How did you become an artist? I always 
wanted to learn to paint, but I my skills 
weren’t that good. :) Thanks to the digital 
era, Photoshop gave me the chance 
to express myself.  Also, my brother 
suggested to post my works on one of 
the most popular Russian websites, 
www.photosite.ru. I think it all started 
from then.

What were your early influences? I had 
none in my early stages of development. 
If you take my “space” period, my most 
beloved artists and mentors were Jeff 
“Gucken” Michelmann and Tobias 
“Pr3t3nd3r” Roetsch.

What are your current influences? I 
know most of the space artists from 
DA (deviantART) by now, and all of 
them influence my works in one way or 

http://www.pr3t3nd3r.com/
http://pr3t3nd3r.deviantart.com/
http://www.photosite.ru/
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another. Also, I find NASA photos very inspirational.

What inspired the art for the cover? I just came up with this idea of a 
couple sitting on a bench and watching the rise of the planet. At that 
moment I couldn’t make the foreground like that but I saw techoveride 
had done exactly what I was looking for, so I suggested making a 
collaboration with him, and he sent me a foreground version.  :) The idea 
of “dawn” came later when I was playing with different sky photos to fit.

I like that’s it’s very simple, but still conveys some strong emotions. 
For me personally, it also was a rather experimental piece where I 
first worked with silhouette figures and implied new technique for the 
planet. 

How would you describe your work? Worst deviations ever? :D

Where do you get your inspiration / what inspires you? NASA photos, 
also funny videos seems to inspire me the best. :) And finally, sci-fi 
novels are also very strong source of inspiration.

Have you had any notable failures, and how has failure affected your 
work? Sure I had! But luckily most of them didn’t get on DA or any other 
site! :D My most notable failures were when I was first introduced to 
the space scene and tried to make my own pictures. I couldn’t describe 
the frustration I had when after spending a whole day on one planet it 
turned out completely awful comparing to planets of other space artists 
who were famous by then.

What have been your greatest successes? How has success impacted 
you / your work? I guess, my most satisfying and successful works 
are Epsilon Lyrae (collab with Jorik “Akajork” Dozy), Cradle and Scarlet 
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Flower, which recently brought me first place in an international contest 
and $200! :)

What are your favorite tools / equipment for producing your art? 
Photoshop CS4, 3d Studio Max, Vue 6, Canon 400D and Wacom Intuos3

What tool / equipment do you wish you had? It’s not about tools, I wish I 
could paint a lot better with my hands :)

What do you hope to accomplish with your art? I hope that someday I 
will be able to depict any scene that comes up in my mind exactly the way 
I see it.
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Part Two

She faced west, into the setting sun. As 
the odd-on favorite, Rose’s matches were 

always last. Ivan protested it as unfair until she 
explained that her ocular implants adjusted 
automatically. With the wind in his face and 
looking into the sun, he could almost ignore 
the crowd pressed against the ropes encircling 
the duel. 

Over four hundred duelists and would-be 
gunfighters plus their seconds had arrived on 
Toulouse for the Salle des Armes. By Ivan’s 
reckoning, that was at least a thousand people 
with guns and itchy fingers. He had spent his 
first two days twitching at shadows before 
boredom conquered caution. Rose did not face 
an opponent until the field was reduced to the 
final one hundred; the first week of the Salle 
was spent sorting out the newcomers, sepa-
rating dreamers and pretenders from actual 
contenders. 

For a man who lived daily with the bloody 
realities of armed conflict, the sterilized 
version performed for the entertainment of 
the Fancy was uncomfortable and vaguely dis-
gusting. Once the novelty of sleeping late and 
eating rich wore off, the long days bordered 
on misery. In hindsight, that first week was a 
cakewalk. There was something very wrong 
about watching someone you cared about get 
shot at for ‘fun.’

They stood at the base of a low hill. The 
grassy berm formed a kind of impromptu 
bleachers for the spectators. The meadow at 
its base was flat enough to provide comfort-
able footing. There were four other dueling 
fields but only this one was currently in use.

Her opponent was a child, maybe a year 
or two older than Kylee but nowhere near as 
mature, unaugmented and overflowing with 
self-importance. She looked at Rose with 
alternating waves of awe and arrogance. Rose 
ignored her.

The judges conferred, one last check to 
insure neither combatant opted for live fire. 
They had not; it would be a bloodless contest. 
The judges removed the gold ammunition 
seals, let the duelists load. 

The judges drew back and the gunners 
stepped to their marks. The crowd buzzed with 
the frenzy of last minute bets, then sucked in 
a collective breath and held it silently as the 
referee raised his handkerchief. Released it.

Red lights flashed across the girl before her 
gun cleared its holster. A sneer crept across 
Rose’s lips. She ejected the clip, tossed it 
toward a judge. The crowd released its breath 
as a roar. Some threw hats into the air; others 
ripped betting stubs in frustration.

The duelists met at the center for the tradi-
tional handshake, Rose scowling, the girl with 
a timid smile. 

“Go home!” Rose snapped. “Throw your 
gun in the river and get out of here. Never look 
back. Get a real life.” She thrust the girl’s hand 
away. “Stay at this, and all you’ll get is dead!” 
She spun and walked away. The girl began to 
cry, put her face in her hands and ran into the 
crowd.

“Cold,” Ivan observed as Rose stomped 
past him.

“Effective,” Rose returned. “I hope.”

The field was down to eight.

#

“Knock, knock.”

“Who’s there?”

“Red Dog.”

“Red Dog who?”

“Red Dog.”

“No, great one, you don’t understand. In 
traditional human...”

Graves put his head in his hands and tried 
to ignore the two-stooge routine taking place 
behind him. He had spent a lot of time ignoring 
things in the last week. It might be the only 
reason he was still sane. 

They were on the last leg of their journey 
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to Earth, but he still had not figured out how to 
salvage the disaster House handed him. Graves’ 
original plan was risky but simple. The Kwakiutl 
owed him a favor, and they happened to also 
be the most skilled technicians on the Frontier; 
if anyone could crack a senatorial database, the 
Kwakiutl were the people to turn to. He had 
asked for their best. He had received—

“Knock, knock.”

“No!” Graves shouted. “No more.”

“Red Dog is bored,” buzzed the two-ton 
alien standing in the cabin behind him. “Graves 
said no more drumming.”

“No. No more drumming. If you two have 
to do something, figure out how we’re going to 
make this work.”

“Red Dog requires Priest to make plan.”

“Of course, great one.”

Graves put his fingers in his ears. The tech-
nicians of the Kwakiutl were a select cadre of 
their clergy called the Hamatsa. Maybe it was 
the other way around and the clergy were 
selected from the technicians. He asked the 
Kwakiutl for their best; they had sent Priest. At 
least, Graves thought that was his name.

That had been the beginning of the ignoring. 
The Hamatsa did not have names; they sacri-
ficed them to Kakwas, mythical king of goats. 
Or something like that. The little man with the 
high pitched voice had talked for almost two 
hours straight, explaining it all to Graves in 
painful detail. Graves tuned out as soon as he 
realize he could call the man Priest and get an 
answer. 

For a chance to bring down Casey, Graves 
knew the perfect second man—Ivan Ste-
ponovich. Ostensibly, Ivan would be there to 
represent House as a member of the original 
salvage crew. Priest could explained away as 
a highly placed official from the Frontier that 
Graves was escorting to Earth, a gesture of dip-
lomatic goodwill.

 Except that Ivan was busy. House sent 
the Cillian instead. The one person Graves 
absolutely could not hide, much less explain 
away on the basis of ‘goodwill.’ From there, 
he assumed it could not get worse. He really 
should have known better.

To Graves’ amazement, the Kwakiutl were 
familiar not only with Cillians, but Red Dog 
specifically. The Kwakiutl, or at least Priest, 
believed Red Dog to be an avatar of one of 
their gods of destruction. Red Dog, in turn, 
was a potlatch fanatic. Only the fact that Priest 
was human prevented the entire trip from dis-
solving into a mutual admiration society. It was 
still enough to keep Graves stocked in splitting 
headaches for the duration. His entire plan was 
going down in flames and he could not concen-
trate long enough to figure out how to save it.

“Knock, knock,” Red Dog rumbled.

“Mister Graves, I believe we have a plan.” 
Priest appeared in the seat next to him in a 
swirl of bright red silk. He perched on the arm 
of the seat, feet on the cushion. The man’s thin 
build and billowing robe made him look like a 
bird.

“I’m not going anywhere,” Graves sighed.

Priest rested his forearms on his knees. 
“As we understand it, your plan requires three 

people. One to hack the database, one to keep 
watch for the hacker, and one to distract the 
committee. In addition, you require plausible 
cover stories for the participants.” He waited 
until Graves nodded. “Very well then. I hack, 
you watch, the great one distracts.”

Graves started to tell Priest that it would 
not work; stopped, considering. “Go on,” he 
said. “What about cover stories?”

“So simple, I feel foolish for not thinking 
of it before. The great one testifies because 
he is the one who recovered the ship. I am his 
spiritual advisor that he insisted accompany 
him.”

“It’s a good try, Priest,” Graves said. “The 
only problem is, we’re pushing our luck even 
taking Red Dog to Earth. If he speaks publicly, 
he’ll be lucky if they only put him in jail. 
Remember, he’s Cillian; not exactly a PR firm’s 
dream.”

Priest grinned like a jack-o-lantern. “Due 
to the nature of our spiritual practices and 
the historic prejudice we have faced, the 
Kwakiutl maintain a significant lobbying and 
legal presence on Earth. I foresee no problems 
in extending these services in support of the 
great one.” He shook with an unpleasant laugh. 
“In fact, I’d say it would be a pleasure. There is 
no love lost between your government and my 
people.”

“Red Dog?” Graves turned in his seat to 
look behind him.

“Red Dog can distract. Red Dog practices 
annoying fool humans,” the Cillian replied.

“I think you’re both insane,” Graves said, 
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shaking his head. “But it looks like insane is all 
we have to work with.”

#

Rounder met Ivan’s gaze with his own 
black-eyed stare while a judge inspected Rose’s 
pistol. Neither flinched.

“Problem, boys?” Rose asked, returning.

Rounder broke the lock, flashed her a grin. 
“No problem, Rosie. Just try not to hurt me.” 
The grin melted as he gave Ivan a stiff nod and 
walked to the other end of the dueling field.

“I don’t like this,” Ivan grumbled, glaring at 
Rounder’s back.

“We’re professionals,” Rose told him. 
“Nobody’s going to get hurt.”

“Live ammunition. Accidents happen. 
Deliberate accidents happen.”

She rolled her eyes, accepted her gun back 
from the judge. “You worry too much.”

“You brought me here because you were 
worried,” Ivan countered as she moved to her 
mark. He stepped back to stand next to the 
judge, letting his hand rest on the butt of the 
gun wedged uncomfortably behind his belt.

The referee dropped his handkerchief.

Rose stitched a line of silver darts up the 
arm of Rounder’s greatcoat a half-second 
before his hand-cannon gouged a fist-sized 
divot in the turf by her feet. The gun’s thunder 
was swallowed by the cheers of the crowd. 
Ivan discovered he could breathe again.

“Can I keep them, poppet?” Rounder 
shouted. A medic was already at work on his 
arm.

“A present,” Rose called back. “Just for 
you.”

Rounder laughed, shrugging off the medic 
and strutting toward the center of the field. 
Rose met him. They shook hands left-handed 
and the crowd broke into a round of applause.

“A good show,” Rounder said as Ivan joined 
them. “As always, my privilege to lose to such 
a beautiful opponent.” He looked to Ivan. “A 
word?”

Rose lifted her eyebrows but said nothing 
as the two men turned and walked back to the 
medic.

“I’ve had my ear to the ground,” Rounder 
told him, easing off his shirt and coat, extending 
his arm for the medic. “If the cross is still on, 
I can’t find anything about it.” The right side 
of his face was still swollen, a jagged scab ran 
vertically beside his eye. 

“What’s that worth?” Ivan asked.

“My ears are keen, culley. If there was 
something on, I’d have heard.” Rounder hissed 
between his teeth as the medic worked. 
“Easy, you butcher, I’m not a side of beef.” He 
grimaced and returned his attention to Ivan. 
“Tell you this, though. There’s still a whale of a 
lot of blunt against her.”

“Try me again.”

“Blunt, cash, blue chips. Somebody is still 
betting heavily on Aswan to take the cup. But, 
they’re betting just as heavy that she’ll lose.” 

“That’s not the same bet?”

Rounder gave an exasperated look. “No, 
it’s at different odds. Listen, I’m saying, even if 
the fight isn’t crossed, somebody’s still betting 
like it isn’t. Like they know something the rest 
of us don’t.”

“Any idea who?”

Rounder shook his head. “No help there. 
Unlike normal folk, bookies keep their secrets. 
That’s all I know.”

Ivan nodded, walked across the field back 
to Rose.

“Something I should know?” she asked.

“He needed a blood transfusion. I was the 
closest donor.”

She frowned at him but did not push. “I’ve 
seen the schedule. Stet tomorrow; probably 
Aswan in the finals.”

“Any reason I’d know them?” he asked.

“No. Stet works close to the Hedge. Aswan 
is Fagan’s new fair-haired boy.”

“Your Fagan?”

Rose grinned. “Not anymore.” She ran her 
fingers through her hair and sighed. “With me 
leaving, Fagan needs a new meal-ticket. He’s 
hoping Aswan’s it.”

“Worried?”

“Not a bit. Aswan’s got the latest tech but 
I’ve got worlds more experience.” They walked 
in silence; the crowd followed them but kept at 
arm’s length.
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“Can you bet on yourself?” Ivan asked.

“Do you want to?” Rose said, surprised. “I 
didn’t think you’d be interested.”

“Just curious.”

“Technically, participants—duelists, 
seconds, managers, judges, anyone involved 
in the Salle—aren’t allowed to bet. The whole 
appearance-of-cheating thing. But a lot of 
people still do it. As long as you’re just betting 
on yourself or matches you’re not involved in, 
they turn a blind eye. It’s pretty easy to find 
someone to place your bet for you too.” She 
tilted her head toward him, continued in a 
softer tone. “Now tell me the real reason you 
want to know. Ivan Steponovich is never just 
curious.”

“What are the odds on you and Aswan?”

“I’m a three-two underdog.” She laughed. 
“So that’s what’s bothering you. Relax. He’s 
new and flashy; I’m old news. That’s just how 
the betting money flows. It doesn’t mean 
anything.”

Ivan faked a smile. “I’m not worried.”

“Liar. Your tells are showing.”

The smile became real. 

#

The semi-final matches were scheduled 
for late in the day; Aswan in the afternoon, 
Rose, as always, at sundown. Ivan left her at 
the practice range. He had avoided the other 
duels unless Rose was involved, but he wanted 
a look at Aswan before the finals.

He swung into a coach and found himself 
sharing it with Fagan.

“Don’t look so surprised,” Fagan said as 
the door closed. “We’re both going to the 
same place.” He gave a half-shrug, turning his 
palms up, almost apologetically. “I’m Aswan’s 
second.”

“You have no intention of letting her leave, 
do you?” Ivan asked, ignoring pleasantries. 
“Everything you told her was a lie.”

Fagan looked hurt. “You misjudge me, 
Mister Steponovich. I do truly want what’s best 
for Rose. I just need her to be certain that this 
is what she wants.”

“And how does getting her disqualified do 
that?”

“I’ve no idea what you’re referring to.” The 
old man’s face was the picture of innocence. 
“If someone were to try such a thing, it would 
certainly be...ill-advised.”

“How much have you bet against her?”

Fagan looked at Ivan with a knowing smile. 
“A good bit, actually. An insurance policy for 
her, you see. I’ll apply the winnings against 
what she still owes on her marker. If she wins, 
I suppose I can survive the loss.”

Ivan turned away in disgust. When the 
coach stopped, he got out first, drifting into 
the crowd. He elbowed his way close enough 
to see the fighters, focusing his attention on 
Aswan.

The man was shirtless, wore a light nine-
millimeter on his hip. He looked a few years 
younger than Rose, short and lithe. He moved 

with the tight grace of a stalking cat, every 
motion economic, easy but deliberate. Ivan 
thought he was wearing wrap-around mirrored 
sunglasses until he realized they were his 
eyes—extended ocular enhancements beyond 
even those Rose possessed. Metallic tracery 
vined up the olive skin of his arms like rivers 
of mercury, their headwaters at the base of his 
skull; his shoulders, waterfalls of silver. 

The duel was over before he realized it had 
begun. Aswan drew and fired literally faster 
than the eye could follow. Ivan’s stomach 
knotted and he walked out of the pressing 
crowd, shaken. Unbidden, his feet carried 
him through the pavilions of the Salle and the 
streets beyond. The cobblestones gave way to 
packed earth then unkempt grass. He stopped 
finally at a small stream fighting to carve its 
own path into the land, knelt and rinsed his 
face.

Rose’s confidence aside, what he had 
seen was impossible. Beyond human. On the 
Frontier, that kind of speed was all but useless, 
a parlor trick barely useful in a real gunfight 
where a single bullet was rarely enough to 
kill, but here... Ivan sighed. Here Aswan was 
unbeatable.

He rubbed his face with a calloused hand. 
“What the hell are you doing here, Ivan?” he 
asked himself aloud. He had devoted years to 
a single focus: Edgar Casey. Suddenly it had all 
fallen to pieces. Kylee, Rose—he found himself 
pulled in a dozen different directions, none 
of them toward his goal. Distractions at best, 
liabilities at worst. As much as Red Dog infuri-
ated him, at least they understood each other.

He had never asked for other people to rely 
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on him. He was just a gun. Less: he was a bullet, 
fire and forget. His world ended with Casey.

And here he stood in the Outer Hedge 
watching children play with guns while richer 
children bet and played their own insignificant 
games, planning to return to Kylee on Selous 
when it was over. He had not even thought 
about Casey in weeks, had left the fight in 
House’s hands while he did what? What was 
he doing here?

After all, how often do we get a chance to 
save somebody?

He cursed himself angrily for a fool and 
started walking back to the Victorian.

#

“You’re brooding again,” Rose chided him. 
“You did it all through supper, too.” The sun 
was already below the horizon; gas lamps 
lent their golden flicker to the scene. She was 
checking her gun again as she waited for her 
duel to begin. It was a practice she followed 
obsessively. Ivan did not mind; when your life 
rested on your equipment, it was best to be 
certain of your tools.

He knelt to pull a blade of grass, rolling it in 
his fingers. “Aswan’s fast.” He tucked the grass 
stem into the corner of his mouth, tasting the 
sweet-sour tang of spring.

“So am I.” She slid her pistol into its holster, 
pulled it out again. “And, yes, before you say it, 
he’s faster than I am.” She pushed the holster 
lower on her leg, practiced her draw again. 
“Fast isn’t all there is.”

“You’ve said.”

“He’s young.” Satisfied, she passed the 
pistol to a judge for inspection. “Have you 
watched him fight?”

“Once.”

“Did you see where he places his shots?”

Ivan shook his head. “Too fast. I couldn’t 
see anything.”

“The key to a duel isn’t speed, it’s accuracy. 
He’s still making rookie mistakes. Because he’s 
so much faster than anyone he’s faced, he 
hasn’t learned that yet. He draws and shoots, 
doesn’t aim. I’ve watched the replays, studied 
them. His first shot goes in the dirt. Half the 
time his second goes wide.” She smiled coldly. 
“ He won’t get a second shot. I’m slower but 
I’m only last year’s model. Unlike poor Stet.” 
She nodded across the lawn. “He’s obsolete. I 
hear this is his last year. After this, he’s joining 
up with Kingfisher.”

Ivan looked at her opponent for the first 
time. Stet stood just under six feet tall and was 
built like a thumb, not just insanely heavily 
muscled but strangely blocky, as if his body 
were framed on bricks instead of bones. His 
neck narrowed as it met the base of his head. 
Instead of the bright silver of Rose’s eyes, his 
were the color of polished gun metal. Carbun-
cles of scar tissue knobbed his hairless skull.

“You’re sure he’s human?” Ivan asked.

“Barely. You wouldn’t invite him to a party, 
that’s for sure. He’s got a personality to match 
his looks.” The judge returned Rose’s gun. Stet 
waited stiffly as his own was examined. Retriev-
ing it, he pulled a pair of insulated cables from 
his wrist and plugged them into jacks in bottom 

of his pistol’s grip.

“He’s even got subdermal armor,” Rose 
said. “Some kind of layered silicon plates just 
under the skin. They say he’s almost bullet-
proof.” The referee motioned and she stepped 
to her mark.

When the flag dropped, she drew and fired 
faster than Ivan had seen in any of her earlier 
matches. He wondered if she were pushing 
herself or if she had been holding back. He 
suspected the latter. She scored first, but not 
fast enough to prevent Stet’s own shots from 
marking her a heartbeat after. Too close for 
Ivan’s taste.

Stet made no pretense of civility, turned 
and walked back through the crowd without 
any sign of emotion. The cheering continued 
unabated, and Ivan watched, torn between 
amusement and disgust, as Rose walked to the 
mob to sign autographs.

“They came for the show,” Rose said apolo-
getically when she eventually rejoined him. 
Ivan shook his head, prompting an amused 
snort from Rose. “Come on,” she said, linking 
her arm in his. “We have somewhere to go. 
The Salle ends tomorrow. Tonight, they party.”

“I don’t think so.”

“I am very familiar with Ivan Stepon-
ovich, social butterfly. No, this is something 
different.” They strolled through the evening, 
stepping from pool to pool of golden light as 
they passed under the streetlamps. A faint chill 
edged the air, and Rose drew closer.

The Victoria blazed with light, a beehive 
of activity. Music played inside and a steady 
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stream of horses and carriages passed through 
the cobblestone loop in front, disgorging a 
series of revelers. Rose steered them away, 
angling into the cedars surrounding the 
mansion, climbing the hills that rose behind it, 
into darkness and silence.

A meadow opened on the hilltop, thick grass 
edged in buttercups and irises just preparing 
to bloom. Rose turned to face back toward 
the Victoria and sat on the grass, patting the 
ground beside her. Ivan acquiesced, sat beside 
her.

“Wait for it,” she whispered. “They should 
start any minute now.” Crickets marked the 
temperature and somewhere a tree frog 
warned of rain.

A hiss split the air, and light burst in the sky 
with a muffled boom.

“Fireworks,” Ivan said, laying back to stare 
at the sky, lacing his hands behind his head.

Rose curled against him, using his left 
forearm as a pillow. “Every year.” They watched 
in silence for several minutes before Rose 
asked, “Has she picked a gun yet?”

“Who?” Ivan asked, startled.

“Kylee.”

“Pharaoh’s teaching her to use rifles now. I 
hope she never needs a pistol.”

“What about close-up work? You can’t 
always protect her.”

“Pharaoh’s wife is teaching her to use 
a knife. She used to be a cook at a mining 
camp.”

Rose chuckled. “I can see how those skill 
would overlap. But she’ll still need a handgun. 
I’ve been trying to find a good fletchette pistol 
with good knock-down and low recoil.”

“House thinks it’s just a phase,” Ivan said. 
“That she’ll settle down after the novelty 
wears off.”

“You think so, too?”

Ivan smiled at the sky. “Not a chance.”

Rose gave a contented grunt. “I’ll teach her 
small arms. No offense, but it’s different for a 
woman. Our center of gravity is different.”

Ivan did not answer as a series of explosions 
crossed the sky, the lights changing colors as 
they sizzled toward the ground. “I didn’t know 
they could do that,” he said.

“Do what?”

“Change color.”

“I can’t see colors,” Rose sighed. “My 
implants overload my optic nerves. It’s all gray. 
I see smells instead. Except when I fight, then I 
see color...Mostly blood.”

Ivan shifted his arm, putting it around her 
shoulders. “This is just black and white to you 
then? Flash and darkness?”

“Yeah. But I can see the flowers because I 
can smell them.”

They drifted into comfortable silence. 
Another starburst filled the night.

“Vanilla and acacia,” Ivan whispered. “Crisp 
new sheets and soap bubbles.” Two more, 

cascading down like a weeping willow. “On the 
right, lilacs and grapes. On the left, strawber-
ries and roses. They change as they fall. Grass 
and pine needles and that awful herbal tea you 
had at lunch. Occasional flickers of hyacinth and 
broken tree branches when the sap’s running. 
The new one is apple blossoms and honey-
suckle. I don’t think the shell was packed right; 
the side is more like coffee and hazelnut.”

He continued through the night, long after 
she fell asleep.

#

A rough set of wooden bleachers had been 
erected on the south side of the main dueling 
field, opposite the hillside. They were filled by 
dawn, the hillside shortly thereafter. A rope 
encircled the dueling field itself, small pro-
tection for the turf but surprisingly effective. 
Vendors shuffled through the crowd, retreat-
ing to hastily erected stalls to restock and 
return. The air was greasy with the smell of 
frying meat, tinged with the sickly sweet smell 
of rotting fruit. Children crawled beneath the 
bleachers, searching for coins dropped from 
careless pockets; some, more aggressive, 
helping themselves to the occasional watch 
or wallet. Women carried slate charts marked 
with betting odds, bookies trailing behind them 
collecting wagers, issuing slips.

The final duel of the Salle des Armes was 
at noon, for historic reasons few remembered, 
and the crowd was restless. Twice, fistfights 
had erupted. The first was broken up; the 
second allowed to run its natural course.

A quartet of judges and the referee entered 
the field, a wedge of club-wielding footmen 
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clearing a path. Rose and Ivan arrived moments 
later, Ivan’s hostility enough to part the crowd 
with greater ease than the judges and their 
men could ever aspire to. They moved to her 
end of the lawn and the ritual inspection of the 
gun began.

The mob opened quickly for Aswan and 
Fagan, eager for action, closing ranks behind 
them. As the challenger ducked under the 
rope, a ragged cheer rose then died out under 
an equal weight of catcalls.

Rose stared forward, looking at nothing, 
intensely focused on a world all her own. Ivan 
let her have her space. A vendor yelled, offering 
cold drinks, and was shouted to silence. Bookies 
swarmed through the crowd like roaches as a 
plague of new betting broke out.

“Ivan!” He turned toward the rope in 
surprise. A boy stood there, swaying against 
the shuffling bodies of the spectators, a folded 
paper in his hand. “Ivan!” the boy called again, 
adding, “A message!”

Ivan stepped to the edge of the field, 
reached for the paper then grabbed the boy’s 
wrist instead. “Who sent you?”

The boys eyes went wide. “Big man in a 
black coat. ‘At’s all I know.”

Ivan took the note. The boy slunk back into 
the crowd nursing his wrist.

“From the ground to my ears, culley. 511 
Edward’s Lodge.” There was no signature.

“What’s the Edward’s Lodge?” Ivan asked, 
putting his lips close to the judge’s ear to be 
heard above the din.

“Hotel there,” the man replied, pointing 
toward a building setting just beyond the crest 
of the hillside. Under one-fourth of a mile 
away. The upper floors with a clear view down 
onto the dueling field.

“Gotta go,” Ivan said, ducking under the 
rope while the judge shrugged his shoulders, 
unconcerned. No time for courtesy. He shoved 
his way through the spectators as if they were 
corn stalks. He burst out the other side and 
began to run uphill.

#

The crowd waited restlessly as Aswan and 
Fagan argued, growing more and more heated, 
both gesturing angrily. Concerned, the referee 
approached them, drew back at a shout from 
Aswan. Someone in the crowd shouted for a 
bookie and money flowed freely during the 
delay.

Aswan threw his gun to the ground, 
stomped angrily away from his manager and 
second. When he stepped under the rope and 
began to push his way through the crowd, the 
assembly went wild. The noise was deafening. 
In the throng, Aswan was fighting, beating back 
supporters attempting to physically stop him 
from leaving. The referee shouted for calm, 
ignored.

#

Ivan topped the hill and stopped for breath, 
leaning on his knees. The hotel was only a few 
yards to his side, its doors open. He resisted 
the urge to hurry, waited until his breathing 
was calm, his hands steady. Kneeling, he pulled 

a knife from his boot and cut away the inflat-
able cast on his arm. He tested, raising the arm 
slowly over his head, lowering it. There was 
pain but not much. Drawing the .45, he looked 
to reassure himself all six chambers were 
loaded. Just in case.

#

Two gunshots into the air and one danger-
ously low over the heads of the crowd restored 
order.

“Aswan has withdrawn from the field,” the 
referee shouted. The crowd began to howl 
and he fired again. “His second shall stand 
in. Aswan’s second was himself a seven time 
winner of the Salle des Armes before his retire-
ment—” He lost them then and let the crowd 
shout itself out. Some bookies did record 
business in new wagers; others ran to escape 
angry patrons demanding redress.

Rose looked frantically to Ivan for answers, 
a sinking hollowness filling her when she found 
him absent. She turned back toward to field, 
staring at Fagan. He studiously ignored her.

The judge returned her gun, oddly gentle. 
She looked at it, saw that the magazine was 
empty. “Your opponent has asked for death, 
ma’am,” the judge said, his face a mirror of her 
own hurt and confusion. “I’m sorry.”

Her mind spun. Her hands slapped a clip 
of her own ammunition into the gun. Fagan 
wanted to kill her. Ivan was gone. Alone, like she 
had always been. She stepped to her mark.

The referee raised his handkerchief.

“Fagan!” Rose shouted. “What the hell is 
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this?”

The referee hesitated, surprised. He wait-
ed—they came for the show.

“Love, Rose. Nothing more than that,” 
Fagan called back, looking at her, his face sad. 
“I don’t want you do to something that you’re 
not sure about.”

“I’ll kill you!” she protested. “You can’t 
outdraw me!”

“Didn’t intend to try, dear.”

“Then why? Why choose death?” Her voice 
was shrill with the edge of panic.

“You’re like a daughter to me.” Fagan held 
out his hands, almost imploring. “Walk away 
Rose. Forfeit and come home. We’ll forget this 
ever happened.”

“It happened!” she screamed, fury mingling 
with despair. “I want to be free. Is that too 
much to ask?”

He looked at her with hangdog eyes. “I 
want you to stay. Is that too much to ask? I 
who taught you everything you know, Rose. I 
think you owe me a bit; don’t you?”

“You taught me to kill!” She jerked her head 
toward the referee. “What are you waiting on? 
Drop it!”

The white cloth fluttered to the ground. 
Lay there in a crumpled heap.

#

“Sir, you can’t go up—” The woman stopped 
abruptly when she saw the gun in Ivan’s hand. 

He took the stairs at a run, two at a time for five 
flights, stumbled on the fifth and fell, cracking 
his shins. He limped into the fifth floor hallway, 
resisting the urge to hurry, waiting until his 
breathing was calm, his hands steady.

#

“You didn’t draw,” Fagan said. 

It grated at her. Even now he was so calm, 
so sure of himself. “Neither did you,” she spat 
back.

“Is this really what you want? Bad enough 
to kill for it? Bad enough to kill me for it? I can’t 
let you make this kind of mistake. You’re not 
ready yet. This is the only way I can make you 
understand.”

Behind her eyes a voice was screaming. 
Yes, no, I don’t know. Don’t make me do this. 
Aloud, “You need a head start, old man. Draw 
when you’re ready.”

The crowd held its collective breath. They 
had come for the show.

#

The door slammed open, bounced back 
from the force of his kick and hit Ivan on the 
arm as he surged in. The pain almost caused 
him to drop his gun. Almost.

A man crouched at the window. The glint of 
light off a scope. No time to think.

The custom .45 barked. The sniper pulled 
the trigger as he died.

#

A gun fired and Fagan drew. Rose’s mind 
fought to make sense of the sequence. 
Something whined through the air behind her. 
A judge was slapped backward, off his feet 
with a spray of blood. Fagan’s 9 mm cleared its 
holster.

She waited until his first shot streaked past 
her leg, burning the skin. Then she drew.

One in the head. Two in the chest. Classic 
triangle.

Quicksilver Rose slid the pistol back into its 
home. There was no color in the world, just the 
drifting gray of ashes.
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his experiences. Most powerfully, the 
author has been affected by the works 
and writers of the “ancient” world, 
including the Bible, Socrates, and (more 
modern) Machiavelli, Tsun Tsu, Tacitus, 
and Von Clauswitz. (This horribly long 
list only scratches the surface; M. Keaton 
reads at a rate of over two books per 
week in addition to his writing.)
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Previously, on Thieves’ Honor: 

Bounty hunters captured Finney, pilot of the 
pirate freighter Martina Vega, and took her 
to Governor Tarquin, whose grandson Finney 
killed several years ago.

The constable merchant Orpheus arrived in 
Port Henry. After depositing Marty and his 
not-so-merry band of pirates into holding 
cells, Captain Zoltana was summoned to the 
admiralty, perhaps to report on her patrol, 
perhaps to discuss the latest criminal activity 
aboard the Martina Vega, perhaps to answer 
charges.

Meantime, Captain Kristoff and the rest of 
the Vega crew learned of Finney’s capture, 
and started a ruckus in a dockside bar. Unfor-
tunately, this drew the attention of the local 
constabulary.

And the bounty hunters are on their way to 
collect the remainder of their fee—and the 
crew of the Martina Vega.

And now, on Thieves’ Honor:

“Looks official to me.” Zoltana rubbed her 
thumb over the harbormaster’s seal in the 

lower corner of the shipping manifest. Beside 
it lay a bill of lading. “The seal’s authentic. The 
Martina Vega put in at Gildertown about a 
month ago. I don’t see anything wrong here, 
Commander Wilkes.”

“There isn’t.” Wilkes folded his hands on 
the gleaming black basalt table in the center 
of the round, arched-ceiling court chamber in 
the heart of the admiralty. Surrounded by pale, 
indirect light from the high windows, he and 
Zoltana were alone at the table, their security 
details standing guard at the entrances. “The 
ink, the paper, the signature—all authentic, 
as far as we can tell. However, is not one of 
the crew an accused embezzler and a skilled 
forger?”

“Virgil Harbinger Wyatt.”

“And have you not boarded and searched the 
freighter Martina Vega on several occasions?”

“Eight.” 

“Eight. More than enough to find incrimi-
nating evidence of theft, smuggling, or illegal 
salvage.” Commander Wilkes slid a small 
screen across the table. “And yet none of your 
personal or ship logs contain such evidence.”

Zoltana glanced at the device but didn’t 
pick it up. The Orpheus log files—labeled by 
ship’s date, and cross-referenced by planetary 
name and date or by astral coordinates—
marched in neat columns down the screen. 
“You will have noted my suspicions, which are 
well documented, as well as the Vega crew’s 
behavior and my recent attempt to gain infor-
mation first-hand.”

Wilkes’ smile was tight, humorless. “A 
spy aboard a pirate ship. The operation was a 
failure.”

Zoltana leaned back in her chair and opened 
her hands in a relaxed gesture. “Didn’t an old 
Earth scientist once say that all his failures 
simply taught him how not to do something?”

“Edison. But there is also the matter of an 
hour’s gap in your ship’s record, and the unau-
thorized access to classified frequencies.”

“Maintenance explains the gap. As for 
the frequencies—” Zoltana shrugged, just 
enough to disturb the fabric of her uniform. 
“We encounter an unidentified disruption 
whenever we are near the Martina Vega, but it 
isn’t coming from their analog radios. Perhaps, 
among his other alleged crimes, Captain 
Kristoff has acquired black market government 
technology.”

Commander Wilkes tapped thick, scarred 
fingers on the glossy tabletop. “Crimes that 
you neither confirm nor condemn.”

“Where is your evidence, commander?” 
Zoltana touched the cargo manifest. “All you 
have is all I have: suspicion and circumstanc-
es.”

Wilkes’ smile broadened. “And an eyewit-
ness.”

#

Grimacing, Kristoff levered himself out of 
the pilot’s chair. “Gotta go grab a clean shirt. 
Help me to my cabin, Ez. Can’t meet our guests 
half-dressed.”

Thieves’ Honor 
Episode Six: The Game - Taw, Anyone?
 by Keanan Brand
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“All that gauze, you might as well be wearing 
a shirt already,” but the boy’s usual bold voice 
was dull, distant. The kid was scared.

Kristoff wasn’t too steady himself.

An alarm shrilled through the ship.

“Our guests are impatient.” Kristoff leaned 
on Ezra, and they shuffled out of the wheel-
house. “Get on the radio. Tell Sahir to greet 
them with a fresh pot of tea.”

“Tea?” Then Ezra grinned. “Aye, captain. 
Shall we serve biscuits with that?”

#

Commander Wilkes put a silver cylinder to 
his mouth and blew two short puffs and one 
long. In the court chamber, the notes made only 
a small warble. To his men wearing earpieces, 
the sound would translate to a command.

Captain Zoltana forced her shoulders to 
relax. She slackened her spine, laced her fingers 
loosely on the table, let her gaze wander to 
the high windows. Though tall lamps stood at 
intervals around the room, most illumination 
came from above, provided by the city lights 
of Port Henry. How did people sleep here, sur-
rounded by constant glare and noise? Shore 
leave was wasted on Zoltana; she was always 
relieved to return to her ship and to space. 
Once she made rank, though, and commanded 
a fleet of merchant constables—or, in war, bat-
tleships—she’d be here more often, speaking to 
ministers or to all Parliament. Dread thought.

At the western curve of the chamber, near 
the tribunal dais, a door opened. Two guards 
escorted a man dressed in the loose-fitting 

trews and long, coarse-woven tunic of a desert 
colonial.

“If this is your eyewitness, Commander 
Wilkes—”

“Hear him out, captain.”

The man and his escorts halted at the far 
end of the table. Wilkes swiveled his chair 
sideways and rested his left forearm on the 
table. “Tell the captain what you told me.”

The witness looked back and forth between 
the officers, opened his mouth, closed it 
again.

“Come, now, man!” Wilkes frowned. 
“Speak!”

“I—uh— My name’s Bottle. I drive wagons. 
Deliver supplies to the settlers out yonder.”

“I see.” With her forefinger, Zoltana 
smoothed a corner of the bill of lading. “Why 
drive a wagon when a ship is faster?”

“Pirates, ma’am, but mostly rebels. They 
see a ship, even a runner, they’re apt to blow 
it out of the sky, so we caravaners go overland. 
There’s a good road, and plenty of wells.”

“Mr. Bottle, what is your association with 
the Martina Vega?”

“Just Bottle, ma’am, and there’s no ‘sso-
ciation. I was hired to fetch a shipment from 
a freighter that shoulda been in permanent 
dry dock a decade ago. When I saw the Vega, 
I figured she was it, so I said the password I’d 
been given by my client, and that was that. The 
crew loaded my wagon, gave me a paper, and 
I drove away.”

Hm. “How, then, did you arrive at the 
admiralty?”

The carter glanced at the commander. 
Wilkes shifted in his seat. “Go ahead.”

“There was somethin’ about the cargo, and 
the way I was hired. I stopped and checked out 
the crates. They was labeled for dry goods, and 
so they was, but every one had a false bottom 
packed with weapons and medicine. Figured 
the law might want a look. I got my reputation, 
ma’am.”

“Indeed.” Zoltana clasped her hands again. 
“As a hired carter, on which legal grounds did 
you search the cargo?”

Bottle frowned his confusion, once more 
looking to Wilkes for guidance, but this time 
the commander said nothing.

“You see, Bottle,” Zoltana kept her 
demeanor casual, her tone light but firm, “had 
you called the law first, what they found could 
be presented as untainted evidence. But, as 
it is now, how is anyone to know whether or 
not the crates were switched, or if you planted 
false evidence?” 

She looked across the table at her superior 
officer but continued to address the carter. 
“With no witnesses to the initial search, and 
with what appear to be the proper forms, 
there is no case against the Martina Vega and 
her crew. As for the manner in which you were 
hired, Bottle”—she stood, forcing Wilkes to 
also stand—”I suggest you henceforth accept 
commissions only from clients you know will 
not mar your—good name.”

Commander Wilkes’ voice thickened 
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with warning. “We are not finished here, 
captain—”

“You read the logs, commander, but did 
you overlook the most recent report? The one 
concerning Captain Kristoff coming to a civil-
ian’s aid when a private vessel was boarded by 
pirates? A wealthy and influential civilian.”

The commander’s face turned an alarming 
purple-red. “Captain!”

Zoltana saluted Wilkes with as crisp a snap 
and as remotely courteous an expression as 
she could muster and then, without asking 
leave, turned her back to him and departed 
the chamber. 

She expected his guards to swarm after her, 
but the only men who followed were her own 
security detail. 

“Ma’am? Ma’am! Please, captain, slow 
down.” It was Ensign Gaines. “Let us do our 
job.”

She eased her stride, and crewmen sur-
rounded her.

“Your pardon, ma’am,” said Gaines between 
breaths, “but from what I hear, even the officers 
brig isn’t too pleasant a place.”

“He’ll think about it—Wilkes will—and he’ll 
submit all the appropriate paperwork. If he 
decides to arrest me, I’ll have ample warning.”

“Not much of a strategizer, then?”

“Old enemies do not always press their 
advantage. And some people need adversaries 
even more than they need friends.”

“Ma’am?”

She shook her head. 

Once they returned her to the ship, she 
sent them on leave—the Orpheus was in dock 
for scheduled maintenance, and the crew 
was rotating shore leave in shifts of thirty-six 
hours—and retired to her quarters. A message 
waited. Zoltana listened, sighed, gripped the 
back of her neck. She considered delaying, 
getting some rest, but if she didn’t get rid of 
this tension and adrenaline, rest would be only 
a dream.

She changed from the uniform into semi-
civilian. The tunic resembled street clothes 
except for the bars on the mandarin collar, and 
the wings embroidered on the sleeves.

What was she thinking, defending a crew of 
pirates at the possible expense of her career?

She didn’t need evidence to know the Vega 
ran illegal trade. Yet she had also encountered 
civilians and sailors who told similar stories of 
being helped by Kristoff and crew. All those 
good deeds might be coin to buy sympathy 
and good will, or the piracy might be a cover 
for other secrets. Or, most likely, the Vega was 
crewed by otherwise decent folk who didn’t 
feel particularly bound to paying taxes or 
minding the laws of ownership. 

Zoltana set her boots beside the clothes-
press then slid her feet into the soft, flat-soled 
shoes most crewmen wore aboard ship when 
not on duty. 

What interested Wilkes about the Martina 
Vega? She was, after all, only an old bucket of 
a freighter, held together with ancient sheeting 

and wobbly rivets, operated by out-of-date 
technology and analog communications, and 
well loved by her small crew. Zoltana liked the 
Orpheus well enough—it was a comfortable 
and well-designed piece of equipment—but 
what was it like to love a ship? To speak to it 
the way Kristoff spoke to the Vega? A heap of 
metal but, to hear him talk, the freighter was 
almost human.

In navigation, Zoltana took up a position 
before the deck’s forward port, staring at the 
sprawl of city lights west of the government 
docks. 

“Captain?” Mars bounded down the steps. 

 “Lieutenant.” She turned. “I received your 
message. What have you learned about the 
mystery frequency?”

“Nothing new among the crew’s files, 
ma’am, but I’ve been studying the downloaded 
data.” He should have been on shore leave—
he’d been granted a pass—but he was here, 
digging for clues in a matter that could see 
them both in the brig. “I’ve been experiment-
ing with algorithms, codes. It’s really only an 
educated guess, ma’am, but I’ve narrowed the 
list to three possible crewmen.”

She turned. “Let’s hear it.”

He went to his station, and tapped on a 
keyboard. 

There was a time when computers operated 
only on voice commands or by touching the 
screens, even by direct input from the opera-
tor’s thoughts, but that technology had gone 
awry, and the colonial government had worked 
to expunge the bloody truth from its history 
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by bringing back as much old Earth tech as 
possible. And there was something reassuring 
about an array of keys that one could feel, that 
resisted the fingertips.

Mars turned a screen toward Zoltana. 
Beside the white outline of a brain and the 
pulsing blue IntuiCom coiled around the stem 
were three images of Vega crewmen, one of 
them the face she least expected—though, 
after a moment’s consideration, it made 
absolute sense.

#

Kristoff eased a plain white shirt over his 
head. He let the left sleeve dangle empty, and 
didn’t attempt to tie the laces closed across 
the front. He shook with fatigue, and his knees 
threatened to buckle, but he was downright 
irritated at all the boardings of his ship in recent 
weeks, and he’d be hanged—uh, slapped—
if he let her be taken. But if he was killed or 
arrested, at least he’d look like a captain.

By the time he descended the steps into 
the hold, a gaggle of gangly young constables 
were already fanned out, guns drawn, facing 
his crew, while others poked about in the few 
remaining crates and the freight lockers. The 
crew, bless ‘em, stood behind a neat row of 
carlinnian barrels with lids not quite battened 
down. The better to bomb you with, my dear. 
Nearby, Holmes stood with bandaged hands at 
his side, and Ezra held a tray with a teapot and 
several cups.

Kristoff forced his legs to pick up his feet, 
but his walk still resembled a shuffle. “Can’t a 
man get any sleep around here?”

One of the armed constables squared his 
shoulders and lifted his chin. “Apologies, Captain 
Kristoff, but your crew started a brawl ashore, 
and now they’re refusing to surrender.”

“Reckon I would, too, after someone tied 
down my ship with grapnel lines. Wanna tell me 
why the drastic measures for a little dockside 
dustup?”

“There is an alleged theft, sir, of a sum of 
money and a bag of”—the constable cleared 
his throat—”a bag of marbles.”

“Marbles.”

“Yes, sir.”

“These marbles been found?”

“Your crew will not allow us to search their 
persons or their quarters. We’re at an impasse, 
sir.”

Kristoff surveyed the twin rows of aimed 
weapons. “So I gather.” To his crew, “Hand ‘em 
over.”

“Hand over the which?” Corrigan inquired, 
and Kristoff wondered what else his crew had 
snatched before heedlessly bringing down the 
constabulary on themselves.

“We all want to see Big Bryson Fry lose a 
few games, but he’ll just go out and win more, 
so hand ‘em over.”

The crew didn’t lower their weapons.

After a few tense, silent seconds, Holmes 
reached a mitt into his shirt and pulled out a 
drawstring pouch. He looked at Kristoff, who 
nodded, and then Holmes plopped the bag, fat 

with marbles, into the lead constable’s palm. 

“Thank you, but there’s still the matter of 
the missing mon—” but the lawman was inter-
rupted by an imperious voice.

“Rebeka! Rebeka!” A grey-haired gentleman 
in a dark, tailored suit stalked at the head of 
a small entourage of guards. “Where is my 
daughter?” Gaze fastened on Holmes, he 
didn’t seem to notice all the weapons. “You! 
You ran off with my Rebeka! Explain yourself, 
young man—”

“Your daughter isn’t here, sir.” Kristoff 
stepped forward. “She left this ship the 
same way she boarded it: unharmed, and of 
her own free will. Holmes, however, is still a 
passenger. As such, he remains under my pro-
tection.” Kristoff didn’t feel inclined to tell him 
that Holmes was also a temporary crewman. 
Might make the old man take other notions, 
like maybe getting a stronger force involved 
than his personal guards and these constables. 
“Meantime, sir, might I interest you in a refresh-
ing cup of tea?”

Ezra moved forward with the tray, and a 
cup rattled in its saucer.

If anyone else shows up, this’ll be a ringtaw 
match. In taw, the players tried to shoot as 
many marbles as possible out of the circle, and 
Kristoff had already played that game tonight, 
but this one involved guns. He’d rather shoot 
marbles than men.

Ignoring the tea tray, Governor Bat’Alon 
pointed a shaking finger at the captain. “You 
tell me where she is right now, Kristoff, or I 
swear I’ll—”
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“We get ‘im first, grandpa.” 

Guns drawn, men in desert camouflage 
strode up the gangway and flanked Bat’Alon’s 
guards. 

This night just gets better and better. 
Kristoff looked around at all those guns and 
unhappy faces, and anger coiled inside him. 
Obstacle piled upon obstacle when all he really 
wanted to do was get the Vega into the air and 
go find Finney.

One of the newcomers pointed a Lord 
Almighty big gun at Kristoff’s head. “Governor 
Tarquin sends her compliments, and invites you 
to join your pilot in enjoying her hospitality.”

“My, my, my.” Kristoff grinned. “Don’t you 
talk pretty?” 

Then he looked over at the pale young 
constable still holding the bag of marbles; the 
boy didn’t know where to aim his sidearm. 
“Sorry, kid. Looks like you’re on my team.”

#

Zoltana studied the image. Hair in need of a 
trim, and chin in need of a shave. A challenge in 
eyes that seemed to measure the observer, to 
see secrets while revealing none of their own. 
An almost-smile. Captain Helmer Kristoff. 

Had he volunteered for the IntuiCom 
implant—was he, in essence, a government 
agent—or was he exceptional somehow, a 
criminal of special interest? His record was 
too clean for a suspected pirate and known 
smuggler, his files too bare while those of his 
crew bulged with alleged wrongdoing.

Except for that kid, Ezra. His was the second 
image of the three. All Lieutenant Mars had dug 
up on him was biographical: parents had been 
scientists on the Elsinore, a research vessel 
found floating in space, deserted, stripped 
of its cargo and most of its tech. No data on 
how Ezra came to be aboard the Vega. Her 
crew had likely been among the scavengers, 
and there must have been several, because 
even a merchant-class vessel the size of the 
Orpheus couldn’t carry the additional weight 
of another ship’s entire cargo, nor would there 
be adequate space for two hold’s-worth of 
freight.

Where had the Elsinor’s passengers and 
crew gone? If kidnapped, there had been 
no ransom demands. If rescued, none had 
returned to their homes, nor had the ship 
sent a distress call. Ezra was the only known 
survivor, and he claimed to have no memory of 
the mysterious events.

The third image on the screen was that of 
Alerio, the gifted engineer and inventor whose 
creations had mysteriously disappeared from a 
government lab and turned up in rebel hands.

All three men were logical candidates for 
the IntuiCom.

But Finney, the pilot, last of an influential 
military family, had somehow eluded criminal 
prosecution, her one provable crime being the 
shooting of a governor’s grandson. Perhaps 
she had undergone surgery in the short time 
she had spent in custody.

“Lieutenant, ever notice any scars on the 
pilot’s neck?”

Mars thought a moment then shook his 

head. “I never paid attention to her neck, 
ma’am.” Then, as Zoltana smiled, he turned a 
dull red.

“No worries, lieutenant. Neither have I.”

“The shooting is the only provable crime in 
her record, but Miss Grace doesn’t seem like 
an assassin.”

“She isn’t.”

“But—”

“Read her file again. Cross-reference it with 
Governor Tarquin’s. Follow the logic.”

“Aye, ma’am.”

Hands clasped behind her back, Zoltana 
wandered the navigation deck, head bent as 
she contemplated the rest of the Vega crew, 
passing familiar facts through her mind much 
as fingertips brush the smooth surfaces of 
stones polished by much handling:

Sahir, the gunnery-master-turned-cook, 
had significant talent for carving things. So far, 
he’d confined his cutting to fellow criminals.

Corrigan, the bruiser of a mechanic, had 
been a prizefighter before joining the military 
to escape criminal charges: moonlighting as a 
collections thug for a bookie. The military may 
have taught him useful skills—engine mainte-
nance and repair—but it hadn’t transformed 
him into a quiet citizen.

Wyatt, in his former life a respected 
accountant, had discovered his artistic genius 
for forgery only after he was investigated for 
embezzlement. And yet no one had caught 
him out, to prove the rumors true. He could be 
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nothing more than a talented bookkeeper, his 
reputation enlarged by gossip and fairy tales, 
and they were told with confidence: If there 
were a museum for criminality, his framed 
works might fill an entire gallery. 

Mercedes, the wealthy, widowed doctor 
whose knowledge of drugs and poisons had 
once made her a renowned expert in the finding 
of murderers—there was some evidence she 
may have become a murderer herself. 

Personal history, circumstances, and 
copious quantities of suspicion were little 
substance on which to hang criminal charges.

Zoltana stubbed her toe on the pedestal of 
a console, and caught herself on the corner of 
control panel, her palm pressing hard against 
the metal edge. A small globe of blood welled 
on the heel of her hand. Only a little pain. No 
harm done.

She stared at that tiny red spot. No harm 
done. 

Read the files. Cross-reference. Follow the 
logic.

No harm done.

“Download all your work to this, lieuten-
ant.” Zoltana pulled a palm-sized computer 
from the case on her belt. 

Seconds later, Mars returned her 
computer.

“Erase these files from your station.”

“No backups, ma’am?”

“None.”

His hand hovered a moment, as if giving his 
captain a chance to change her mind, but she 
remained silent, and he entered the command 
that wiped that segment of code from his 
station. Mars looked at her, waiting, an almost 
imperceptible frown tightening the corners of 
his mouth.

Such a serious young man. Zoltana smiled. 
“Now, lieutenant, it’s time you took shore 
leave.” 

“It’s late, captain—”

She held out her hand. 

He unpinned the lieutenant bars from his 
collar. She scanned them with her computer, 
input his name, rank, and length of leave, then 
locked the code. If he failed to return to the 
ship at the end of the assigned period, his bars 
would act as a tracking device so the constabu-
lary and the admiralty could find him if he were 
injured, captured, or absent without leave. A 
green light blinked to life on the bars’ reverse.

“I’ve given you half an hour to pack a bag, 
lieutenant. Don’t waste it.”

He saluted, she returned the honor, and 
watched him ascend the short stair to the 
lift. As soon as the door hissed shut, closing 
him from sight, she departed navigation by 
another way, one less traveled and with fewer 
cameras. Once in her quarters, she packed a 
bag—enough for two or three days—and did 
not activate her captain’s bars, but left them 
pinned to her uniform in the clothespress. 
Then she sent a do-not-disturb order to the 
bridge, effective for the next twelve hours, and 
named Lieutenant Charles as the Officer of the 
Deck for the duration.

Dressed in plain garb covered by a long, 
lightweight coat, and with her face partly 
obscured by a cloth cap pulled low over one 
side of her forehead, Captain Zoltana disem-
barked the Orpheus near midnight, and set off 
across Port Henry, toward the civilian docks.

#

Prospero’s second moon had risen, over-
coming the first moon’s pale glow, flooding the 
courtyard with blue light.

The extraction team was gone. Governor 
Tarquin and her kindred were gone. The 
heavy fragrance of the old woman’s perfume 
lingered, but even it was fading, taken by the 
night wind.

Only Finney remained, prone, chained to 
iron rings embedded in the stones. The noose 
had been replaced by a carlinnian collar set 
with explosive charges. If she succeeded in 
freeing her hands and prying apart the latch, 
her head would disappear. Most of her torso, 
too.

She tried not to think about it.

Wincing, Finney sat upright, folded her legs 
and crossed them at the ankles, and propped 
her back against the headsman’s block. Her 
ribs screamed with each breath. Before they’d 
left, Tarquin’s booted young thugs had a bit of 
fun. She schooled her breathing, and focused 
on the second moon. 

The Prospero sky was unclouded, star-shot, 
blue-black. If the courtyard were in Port 
Henry, the brilliance of the city’s lights would 
overcome this beauty. 
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She shivered with cold, and pain stabbed 
her side. Her stomach cramped with hunger, 
her throat closed with thirst. 

 After all those years of looking over her 
shoulder, how did she fall so easily into the 
hands of an extraction team? Truth be told, 
looking backward only gave her a crick in 
the neck. If she’d been looking in the right 
direction—

None of that, Fiona Grace. No self-pity and 
maudlin conjecture. Be clear. Think your way 
out of this. 

Tilting back her head, she rested it on the 
block, a macabre pillow, and looked up at a 
flare streaking across the sky. Somewhere 
yonder, another ship was landing.

Don’t come for me, Kristoff. Don’t you dare 
come for me.

Keanan Brand

Keanan Brand used to play marbles with 
his brother and some of the neighbor-
hood kids in rural Oregon, and became 
a fair hand at the game, carrying around 
his own mesh bag with a population that 
fluctuated depending on the results of the 
game. Anybody else remember steelies? 
Cat’s eyes? Tiger stripes? 

For those readers who are playing along, 
this episode’s “Easter eggs” reference 
Shakespeare. There are three of them, 
two of which appeared in earlier epi-
sodes. Extra points for naming the plays 
from which they come.

Keep up with Keanan on his website at 
http://adventuresinfiction.blogspot.com/

http://adventuresinfiction.blogspot.com/
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“Captain?” Carter’s voice over the comm 
quavered slightly creating an ominous 

surge in Tristan’s stomach.

He hit the switch. “Be right there.” He 
closed the holo-map he’d been studying and 
stood, staring around the bridge. No answers 
here; no amount of piloting skill could get 
them past that fleet waiting above them, not 
to mention the ships and probes searching for 
them. And they couldn’t hide forever.

Blast Slap’s altruism! 

As he strode toward the ladder to take 
him below, Addie came out of her cabin. Her 
defiant eyes and lifted chin made him want 
to strangle her, but he contained himself and 
merely pushed past and down the corridor. 
He’d discovered she’d stowed away after their 
last stop—too late to dump her anywhere, 
safe or not, so he pretended ignorance to 
avoid distractions to their plan. Besides, he 
wouldn’t want to deal with Slap if he murdered 
her. But was she really that naïve or stupid to 
not realize the danger of this mission? What 
reason would make her be so determined to 
stay with them? 

He stopped mid-climb, hanging on a rung, 
staring into space in self-loathing astonish-
ment—he’d committed an unpardonable sin: 
he had dismissed her, underestimated her. Was 
she really Addle-brained Addie, or was there 
more to her? Her father had Mordas connec-
tions; was she to be trusted? 

Teeth grinding, Tristan continued his 

descent. How soft he had gotten! Keeping 
Slap around, letting Carter stay on, and then—
allowing Addie on the ship without even doing 
a thorough check on her. Idiot! No more! If 
he lived through this, he’d ditch—he stopped 
his mental promise before finishing it; at this 
moment, surviving didn’t seem likely. 

One problem at a time. Escape this planet 
first, then escape his companions. 

Carter sat by the Reactor core, his face lined 
with worry. The soft blue glow of Cherenkov 
radiation shone from an open maintenance 
access port. Tristan hitched his trousers and 
squatted next to the engineer, ignoring the 
resultant twang of pain in his right calf. “What 
is it?”

“We have a major problem. We have ten, 
twelve hours tops until the reactor goes crit-
ical—and that’s assuming normal operations, 
not combat.”

Keeping his voice quiet in an effort to 
control his ire, Tristan asked, “You didn’t see 
this before?”

“This is new. In our dogfights, we took 
damage to the cooling system. I think we either 
took a hit directly to a heat sink radiator, or got 
structural damage that caused a pipe to crack. 
Either way, we’ve lost coolant. And that’s not 
replaceable here.”

Tristan puffed out a breath, running a hand 
through his hair. “No. They might have it at 
that Confederation base, though.”

Carter shook his head. “Even if we could 
just walk in and ask for some, it wouldn’t do us 
much good. The main reactor’s dying. It won’t 
hold together long. I’ve been babying it—man-
ually regulating the reactor’s power output and 
compensating for fluctuations upon output 
ramp-up or ramp-down. But I wasn’t here to 
do that when Addie fired up the engines.”

Tristan’s back arched, and his lips pressed 
together. Carter held up a hand. “It’s not her 
fault! She didn’t know, and it wasn’t the only 
contributing factor. The hits we took in the 
fight did more than damage inertial dampers 
and grav.”

Tristan stared at the floor, awash in blue 
glow. “So...we can’t even gamble on flying out 
of here past that fleet and jumping once to get 
away from this planet?”

Carter grimaced, increasing the lines in his 
face. “No, Sir. I’d not chance very much time in 
the air with her, and definitely not in combat 
conditions. Never a jump. The field coils are 
shot, and the exotic matter toroid would heat 
up too fast. The flow containment system 
would never—”

Tristan raised both hands to stave off the 
engineer’s chatter. “All right. Let me think 
about alternatives.”

“We have to get away from Giselle before 
she goes critical, Sir. And that’s ten, twelve 
hours tops.”

“How far away?”

Deuces Wild, Season Two
Chapter 8: Final Flight
 by L. S. King
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“With the amount of antimatter we 
have aboard, we can’t get far enough away. 
However...” Carter’s eyes glazed over, and 
Tristan rocked back on his heels in anticipa-
tion. “We could control the blast... with only 
one antimatter canister aboard, we’d reduce 
the explosion to about 110 megatons, give 
or take. We could...” His lopsided grin spread 
and he met Tristan’s eyes. “Sir, what about 
this. We need to get much further south in 
order to survive. We’re still within the arctic 
region without proper clothes, supplies, and 
survival gear. We could fly her south, say, oh, 
1600 to 2000 kilometers, eject all but one of 
the canisters as we land, then have her take 
off set on autopilot, with a wormhole jump 
programmed to take her to the center of 
the Confed base. Controlled explosion, base 
gone.”

“I don’t call any antimatter explosion con-
trolled.”

Carter shrugged. “You know what I mean.”

“Those canisters are the sticky point,” 
Tristan murmured. “We can’t eject them here, 
and in atmo is dicey—they could be damaged 
as they fall. They must be ejected while on the 
ground, since space isn’t an alternative.”

“Exactly, Sir. And each one has a microfu-
sion battery and is self-sufficient for a couple 
of years outside of a ship power grid. We could 
retrieve them later.”

How, with Giselle gone? “Don’t they 
transmit an emergency signal once ejected?”

“Yes, Sir.”

“And would you have time to disable those 

signals?”

“But why—oh.” Carter’s face fell. “That 
could be a problem if anyone is trying to find 
us, couldn’t it? I...I don’t know that we have the 
time for me to disable those signals. They’re 
hardwired—”

“Minor point. We’ll worry about it later, 
if we have time. With one canister, will your 
estimate of 2000 kilometers be a safe enough 
distance south?”

“There are factors involved, such as prevail-
ing winds, but generally, yes, I’d say we should 
be safe. The explosion radius will be at least 
six kilometers with total destruction from the 
blast center, seventy. Fallout area, oh, I’d say 
350,000 square kilometers, and an earthquake 
at least 6.5 on the Richter scale. The concus-
sive shockwave—”

Tristan held up a hand. “How long do you 
give us to safely fly in her?”

“I really don’t, Captain. The sooner we take 
off the better. She’s a ticking time bomb, to use 
a very old idiom.”

Tristan snorted, leaned forward, and pushed 
off the balls of his feet to stand, ignoring the 
creak in his knees and the twang in his calf. 
“Did you ever have survival training?”

Carter shot him an ironic look. “Only the 
basics and that was ages ago. I was a scientist, 
not a field grunt. And I don’t think Slap has 
much experience in dealing with snow, consid-
ering the hot climate he was raised in.”

“We’ll have to make do. It’s not like we 
have a choice. Pack only what you need. I’ll tell 

Slap.”

#

Slap’s jaw dropped. “You gotta be 
kidding!”

“I’m not. If we stay, we’re dead.”

Slap scratched his head, looking lost. “I got 
a coat I wear for cold planets, but it ain’t good 
enough for this! Can’t you fly us to someplace 
warm?”

Slap’s almost-whine grated on Tristan. 
“Flying at all is a big risk. We’re not going 
farther than we need to in order to be safe 
from the blast.”

“We’re really going to blow up ol’ Bertha?”

“She’s going to blow up in any event. We’re 
merely using her to our advantage when she 
does.”

Slap sighed. “Poor ol’ Bertha.”

Didn’t the galoot get it? “Worry about 
yourself, not some hunk of metal. Get 
packed.”

“We all need warmer clothes, and—I ain’t 
even got a compass anymore. I don’t know 
what plants we can eat on this rock, or animals. 
This ain’t going to be easy.”

“Just get as ready as you can. And get her 
ready too.”

“But—” 

“No buts. There’s no time. This ship is going 
critical, and we have to get away fast.”
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Slap opened his mouth as if to argue more, 
and Tristan jammed a finger into his chest. “You 
got us into this with your altruistic save-the-
galaxy nonsense. We’re taking off as soon as 
possible, so get ready or I’ll leave you behind.”

As Tristan stormed off he heard Slap whistle 
long and low. He didn’t care. Slap didn’t need 
to tell him the odds were against them. He had 
no way to stack the deck, cull, false shuffle—
they had to play the hand they were dealt; the 
hand Slap dealt them.

He entered his cabin and thought about 
what he should wear. He had one small satchel, 
but it would be wiser to layer his apparel, wear 
what he could. 

He stared at his books with a melancholy 
sigh; no way to take them. He could, however, 
bring his music; he tucked the crystals into one 
of his vest pockets and continued to pull out 
clothes.

#

Slap hitched his pack on his back and eyed 
Addie, who stood by the hatch near him. He 
hoped she would just shut up and obey for 
now. Tristan was sure in a foul mood. Some of 
it was likely from meeting up with his past, and 
worry over this Granger fellow and the man he 
worked for: Dray. Some had to be from feeling 
cornered into taking this run. 

The guilt over their situation weighed on 
Slap, but it only made him more determined 
to do as much as he could to help. He’d packed 
a sack with potatoes, carrots, and a few other 
raw vegetables that could be eaten raw or 
cooked in a campfire. He rolled up four thermal 

blankets, tied them together, and hung them 
around neck like saddlebags. He was sure there 
was more he could bring, but in this rush he 
couldn’t think, and time was gone anyway. He 
had a PBG holstered at his hip, as did Carter, 
and both men had packed a med kit.

As Tristan lifted Bertha off, a thought came 
to Slap, and he pointed at Addie. “Stay put. 
I’ll be back in just one second.” She nodded, 
wide-eyed. Was she really scared enough to 
listen? He’d have no time to look for her if she 
wasn’t by the hatch when they landed. He met 
her eyes, hoping he looked and sounded fierce. 
“I mean it!”

“I won’t move!” 

“You’d better not!” He ran around the 
corner and into Tristan’s cabin. His eyes darted 
about the cabin, and luckily, he saw the two 
books which comprised Tristan’s library on a 
small shelf. He snatched them and stuffed them 
into his backpack. Maybe his friend would feel 
better later to find out his books hadn’t been 
destroyed. He ran back to the hatch, slinging 
his pack on, and breathed a sigh of relief: the 
wildcat was still there.

He felt Bertha land and heard the thunks as 
the canisters ejected. 

Tristan’s voice rang over the comm. “Move! 
Now!”

Slap grabbed the sack of food, hit the 
switch, and shoved Addie ahead of him. She 
clambered down the ramp and since there 
were no docking stairs, jumped the last few 
feet into the snow, then squealed how cold 
it was. She only sank a few inches—good! 
He was worried the snow would still be hip 

deep or worse, although it was snowing at 
the moment, big, fat flakes. Slap followed her, 
landing with a grunt. He looked up in time to 
see Tristan bailing right behind him. The man 
hit the ground and rolled, then struggled to his 
feet.

Carter ran out from the lower hatch, which 
began closing. “She’s set. Five seconds.”

Tristan nodded. Bertha whined, lifting off 
by herself. Slap found his eyes stinging as he 
watched her rise into the air. 

“Godspeed, old girl,” Tristan muttered. 

Slap didn’t say anything; he was too afraid 
his own voice would give away his emotions. 
But did Tristan really feel anything that the 
ship was flying to her death?

Bertha ascended swiftly, almost instantly 
disappearing from sight. 

“How much distance did you give us?” 
Carter asked.

“From where we were, about 1000 miles, 
1300 from the base.” 

Carter smiled. “Still using those old mea-
surements?” 

Tristan didn’t answer. No surprise there.

Peering northward, Carter said, “We’ll still 
see and feel it. And hear it in just over an hour 
and a half.”

A flash lit the sky, making Slap squeeze his 
eyes shut. He sniffled—not for some ol’ ship; 
the air was just that cold. But—g’bye, Bertha.
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“We’d better get moving,” Carter murmured, 
checking his chrono.

Slap gazed about at the endless white 
and flung the sack over his shoulder, staring 
at a dark line in the distance; was it trees or 
mountains? Only time would tell. 

Tristan had a strap attached to his satchel 
allowing it to hang over his shoulder and 
across his chest. He adjusted it and nodded 
southward. “Let’s go.”

“Wait. I need to help Addie.” 

Tristan glared as Slap unrolled one of the 
thermal blankets. He wrapped it around her, 
then took one of his spare shirts and made a 
makeshift hood for her, tying the arms like a 
scarf around her neck and face. 

“Keep your hands in your pockets.” Slap 
patted her shoulder. “You’ll be fine.”

“My feet are cold.”

She only had shoes, but before they left 
the ship, Carter suggested layering her clothing 
and putting a second pair of socks on with her 
pants tucked in them. It wasn’t as good as 
boots, but it would help a little. 

“I know. I’m sorry,” Slap said. “But—”

Carter, who kept glancing habitually at 
his chrono, interrupted. “Better get on the 
ground.” He fell into the snow, and Tristan 
followed suit.

“Huh? Why?”

Slap knelt, confused, not really wanting to 
lie down in that cold stuff. 

Addie stared at them, nose wrinkled. “Are 
you crazy?”

Something blasted into Slap, knocking him 
face first into the snow. Addie had been thrown 
down too, and cried, snow muffling the sound. 
Slap rose and helped her to her feet. She ran 
a sleeve across her face and yelled, “Ew! It’s 
ice!”

Tristan shook his head, looking disgusted, 
and began walking. Carter followed. 

“C’mon, girl. We gotta keep up. Walk in 
their footsteps so the snow won’t be so deep 
for you.”

Venting a loud sigh, Addie obeyed.

Before long, the ground started rumbling, 
and Addie grabbed Slap’s arm with a yelp.

“It’s from the explosion,” Carter said. 

No one responded, and they all just 
continued walking. 

They trudged on for who knows how long 
when Addie collapsed. “I can’t do it. I can’t feel 
my feet.”

Carter stopped. Tristan kept moving, but 
the engineer said, “You go alone or with all of 
us, Captain. I won’t leave her.”

Tristan turned, his eyes like black coals. 
“What do you suggest?”

Slap shrugged off his pack and held it out. 
“One of you take this, the other, the sack. I’ll 
carry her a ways. She’s a tiny mite. Won’t be 
much.”

The two men took his burdens, and he knelt 
in the snow so the new one could climb on. “All 
you have to do is keep hold’a me. All right?”

“Hm mm,” she murmured into his shoulder, 
then sniffled in his ear.

The dark line had been trees. A beautiful 
wood just beginning to bud. And just as they 
arrived at them, the sun peeked out from 
behind clouds and hit Slap in the face. He 
blinked and grinned, then noticed the snow 
had stopped. Perhaps it would warm up a bit. 
Just as he was going to voice his optimism to 
cheer Addie, a huge boom echoed, making him 
jump and Addie clutch at him with a gasp.

He looked behind but saw nothing. Tristan 
said they were 1300 miles away; too far away 
to see anything, Slap supposed. He patted 
Addie’s hand on his chest and kept walking.

The snow seemed less as they traveled 
through the woods, although more frozen than 
in the open meadows they crossed. Birds sang, 
and little animals skittered. Carter kept his 
hand on his PBG most of the time. Slap didn’t 
need to ask why; they didn’t know what big 
animals they might come across, or little ones 
with an attitude, for that matter.

“I gotta put you down for a bit.” Slap bent 
his knees and, when Addie wouldn’t let go, 
pulled her hands from around his neck. “Just 
for a while.”

“But I’m cold.”

“Think we’re not? Wake up, girl. You ain’t 
going through anything we’re not.”

Addie wrinkled her nose, about to retort, 
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but Tristan’s voice cut through: “Keep moving. 
I’m not waiting for anyone.”

Addie made a face at Tristan’s back and, 
with a scowl, followed in his footsteps.

As the sunset approached, Slap began 
to look for a likely spot to stop for the night. 
He found a nice spot beside a copse with a 
windbreak of trees nearby. As his companions 
dropped their bundles, he checked the sun and 
drew his knife. He went to the nearest tree, 
adjusted his position, and carved an X into it.

“What’s that for?” Addie asked.

“Got no compass. Gotta know which 
direction is south come morning.”

“We just keep going the way we were, 
right?”

“Sun might be behind clouds come morning. 
Might be snowing. We might get turned around 
and not know which way we’d been headed. 
Start collecting wood, Little Girl. We need a 
fire. There’s lots on the ground, you can see 
some of it sticking up through the snow.”

The four of them gathered a huge pile of 
wood. A few dead trees nearby provided more; 
limbs snapped off easily, for Slap anyway. He 
had no proper equipment, but this wasn’t 
his first time out with hardly anything but his 
hands. He’d just never had to deal with snow 
before. How easily could he start a fire with all 
this wet wood?

Slap used one of the limbs to swipe away 
snow, then knelt to begin, but how? He had 
no stones to ring a campfire, nothing to use 
as tinder. The leaves under the snow were 

soaked. 

He’d brought along some old-fashioned 
matches from the galley; Tristan had fancy 
little warmers for his tisane that had a candle 
in the bottom. But matches would be no good 
with this sopping mess.

He sat back on his heels. “Got no dry 
kindling or wood, no tinder, I don’t see how I 
can start a fire.”

“Just pile up some of the wood.”

Slap looked up at Carter, who was smiling. 
What was he up to? Well, when the engineer 
smiled like that, he usually had an idea. Slap 
hoped it was a good one, or they’d be frozen 
come morning. He took some of the kindling 
and set it in the center of the cleared area, in a 
proper crisscross fashion. “What are you going 
to do?”

Carter hunkered next to him and pulled 
out his PBG. He fiddled with the setting, then 
aimed at the kindling.

Slap grabbed his wrist. “Is this a good 
idea?”

“Not the best, but it’s in the Confederation 
survival manual. On this setting, it’ll do the 
job.”

Slap stood and stepped back. He’d seen 
what PBGs could do. But Carter did know what 
he was doing—a tiny zap and the kindling was 
ablaze! Slap settled down next to the fire to 
add more kindling to it. Soon it was an official 
campfire. It crackled, hissed, snapped, and 
smoked from all the wet wood, but it kept 
them warm. 

Carter had thought to bring a small tarp 
from the cargo bay, which he spread for them 
to sit on. They huddled under the thermal 
blankets, close to the fire.

“I’m hungry,” Addie said.

“I have some raw vegetables with me. You 
can eat something now, a carrot perhaps, or 
wait till we have coals, then I can set some of 
them to cook.”

They all accepted a carrot. Later, Slap rolled 
potatoes and some alien tubers that had a 
turnip-y taste in the ashes and set them in the 
coals.

“How far are we from the Medani colonies?” 
Slap asked, poking the fire with a thick twig.

“Hundreds of miles,” Tristan murmured. 
“But without the ship, there’s no way to locate 
them. They’re somewhat to the east, and 
south. Finding them is, as you would say, like 
finding a needle in a haystack.”

Slap looked up, but could see little, he was 
“fire blind” from staring at the fire too long. 
“And the fleet is still up there, isn’t it?”

“Yes, and finding us is there first priority, 
considering we just destroyed their base.” 
Carter smiled grimly.

“Plus Tristan’s pal. Any other folks on this 
planet?”

Tristan shook his head.

“So...we’re stranded here in the freezing 
cold, hundreds of miles from the only possible 
people who might help us, no shelter, this 
Granger guy and the Confeds looking for us, 
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and no way off the planet.”

“Aptly put,” Tristan said.

Slap snorted. Could things get worse?

“Very aptly put,” a cultured voice sneered 
from behind. Slap twisted to see Tristan’s 
friend, wearing a smug smile, and flanked by 
several men carrying PBRs.

Things were worse.

To catch up on previous episodes of 
the adventures of Slap and Tristan, visit:  

http://loriendil.com/DW.php

Deuces Wild is dedicated to the memory of 
my best friend; my inspiration for an enduring 

friendship...http://loriendil.com/Starsky/

L. S. King
L. S. King is a science fiction and fantasy 
writer with one book, several published 
short stories, a column on writing, and an 
ongoing monthly serial story to her cred-
it.
When on the planet, this mother and 
grandmother lives in Delaware with her 
husband Steve, homeschools their young-
est child, and also works as a gymnastics 
coach. In her non-existent spare time she 
enjoys gardening, soap making, reading, 
and online gaming. She also likes Looney 
Tunes, the color purple, and is a Zorro afi-
cionado, which might explain her love of 
swords and cloaks.

http://loriendil.com/DW.php
http://loriendil.com/Starsky/
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A Note To The Readers

There are very few perks that go along with 
being an obscure writer. Nobody offers you 
lucrative advances on your upcoming work. 
Can’t get a good table at a restaurant without 
reservations. You’re almost never featured 
shirtless on the cover of Vanity Fair. One of the 
few advantages you do have is the freedom 
to retcon your work without too many people 
objecting, and since I’m the sort who will take 
what he can get, I’m doing just that. Beginning 
with this episode, those of you who have been 
following along at home will notice that Lieu-
tenant Melendez’ first name has received an 
upgrade, from the rather mundane “Janet” 
to the more exotic and alluring “Tiera.” (No 
offense to any Janets out there. I love you all, 
deeply and personally.) The archived episodes 
(to which I will be soon be providing direct 
links in the forums) will reflect this change as 
well. It’s a fairly small change, but I realize it 
might be distracting at first. That’s okay. Take 
your time. Work it in like a new shoe. There’s a 
lot of story left to tell, and when Jasper Squad 
becomes a worldwide phenomenon, you’ll be 
among the select few who can say, “I remember 
the original Jasper Squad. It was way better.”

Melendez froze in the doorway and stared 
down Kremm Stathora’s small army of 

goons. As they trained their high-powered 
shooters on her face, the fog of vengeance dis-
sipated from her mind, and with sudden clarity 

she realized what went wrong: Bollo and 
Chev had sold her out. Any sense of betrayal 
she might have felt, however, was instantly 
replaced by self-flagellation. Stathora knew 
about her history with those two. If she had 
been discovered here, it wouldn’t have taken 
him long to figure out who helped her get 
inside. She shouldn’t have gone to them for 
help, shouldn’t have put them in that position. 
They had a hard-won life here in Telhallin; it 
was too much to have asked them to risk it all.

Being so close to Stathora, the man who 
had taken everything from her, she had let 
her wrath get the better of her. Made a sloppy 
mistake. Captain Spill had been right. Damn it.

“Well, don’t just stand there, dear,” purred 
Stathora. “Drop that weapon before my boys 
get tired of holding their arms up.”

Melendez slowly drew her shooter and 
tossed it to the floor. Stathora flashed a vile 
grin and sauntered toward her. His intimidat-
ing build was made ludicrous by the expensive, 
shimmering, fish-scale suit into which he had 
stuffed himself. His bald head was oiled to a 
glimmering sheen, and the scent of his gaudy 
cologne choked the air. Stathora fancied himself 
a businessman, but his cheap thug origins were 
as conspicuous as the ostentatious rings he 
wore on all eight fingers.

“It’s been a long time, Tiera,” he said, as if 
welcoming an old friend. “I don’t believe we’ve 
seen each other since … well, since the trial. 

Does that sound about right?”

“I don’t remember the trial,” muttered 
Melendez.

Stathora sidled up next to her and put his 
right arm around her shoulder. “Oh, sure you 
do,” he said. He thrust his left hand out in 
front of them and began painting an invisible 
picture in the air. “You were standing here, on 
the witness pedestal. Head down, your eyes 
burning a hole in the floor. I was all the way 
over here, where the bad guys sit. The judges 
were over here – they kept yammering on and 
on, and you kept pointing over at me. Any of 
that ring a bell?”

As he spoke, Melendez mind started 
working. Up to this point, Stathora hadn’t 
addressed Stamp. She assumed he had been 
ignoring the big guy, but now he had turned 
his back to the antechamber. That could only 
mean Stamp hadn’t come through behind her. 
Stathora didn’t know he was there.

The pieces began falling into place. Bollo 
and Chev had to warn Stathora that she was 
breaking into his fortress, but they hadn’t given 
him the whole story. By leaving Stamp out of 
their report, they had left her with a wild card. 
They could feign ignorance about the tag-along 
guy to cover their backs, but they had given her 
a fighting chance.

“I don’t know why you looked so uncom-
fortable,” continued Stathora. “I mean, you’d 
fingered so many of your friends already, that 
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pedestal must have felt like a second home by 
the time you got around to me.”

“You were never my friend,” spat 
Melendez.

“No,” sighed Stathora. “I guess not.” He 
stepped away from her and clasped his hands 
behind his back as he returned to where his 
men stood. “I offered you a job, once. That 
was before you went legit, of course.” He spun 
around suddenly, and his eyes went dark.

“But now you’re back on my side of the law, 
and I must tell you, I’m not feeling as generous 
these days.”

“You arranged this entire scenario for 
the sole purpose of luring me here?” asked 
Melendez.

“Don’t flatter yourself, darling,” replied 
Stathora, his snaky calm returning. “I have 
legitimate business with your captain. I knew 
you were on his squad, of course, but I never 
dreamed you would be stupid enough to 
actually walk in here.”

“Where is Jasper Squad?” she demanded. 
At this point she simply wanted to get Stathora 
away from the antechamber. She needed to 
give Stamp a chance to work out a plan. Of 
course, that was assuming he hadn’t already 
abandoned her. It was entirely possible that 
he had leapt back down through the trap door 
as soon as he heard Stathora’s voice, and was 
already halfway back to the hotel. On the off 
chance he was still back there, however, she 
wanted to give him some breathing room.

“Your friends are resting comfortably at the 
moment,” said Stathora. “They were informed 

that I would require some payment before I 
turned over the information they’re looking 
for, and I’m giving them some time to consider 
their position before I name my price.” He 
smiled at the thought.

“Seems a bit petty for a big important man 
like yourself,” growled Melendez.

Stathora’s grin faded, and his face became 
granite. “Over the next few days, my dear, you 
will find, that I am capable of all manner of 
pettiness. It took nearly a year in prison before 
my people were able to buy me out. Your ret-
ribution won’t take quite that long, but I’ll see 
that it’s every bit as memorable.”

As if prompted by some unspoken cue, two 
of Stathora goons slung their shooters over 
their shoulders and stepped toward her. She 
offered no resistance as they grabbed her arms 
and began pushing her down the hall. The rest 
of the guard surrounded her on either side, 
and directly behind her she heard Stathora’s 
heavy footsteps, following closely.

Nobody checked the antechamber.

#

Captain Spill paced the floor, clenching his 
fists and chewing his tongue. Rey and Jackaby 
sat silently on their stools, staring blankly at the 
door, waiting for someone – anyone – to enter. 
Rey appeared lost in her own sullen thoughts, 
as she had been since they buried her father 
on Cassion. Jackaby was pale, sweating, and 
clenching his teeth in what appeared to be the 
throes of some illness. The kid had looked bad 
for days, but Spill hadn’t cared to ask about it. 
As long as Jackaby was on his feet, it was his 

own problem.

The room in which they waited was small but 
luxurious, the floor padded with plush carpet, 
the walls paneled halfway to the ceiling with 
expensive tiles. In the center of the room was 
a large wooden table, surfaced with thick glass 
and utterly barren. There were no windows, 
and the light panels in the ceiling were far too 
bright. The effect was suffocating.

“Damn it, we’ve been sitting here for nearly 
two hours,” shouted Spill, suddenly. “What’s 
going on?”

He knew, of course, that the door was 
locked. He had already tried it. If Stathora’s 
men hadn’t taken his weapon, he would have 
blown the thing off its hinges an hour ago. The 
silence from the other side was irritating, but 
what really bothered Spill was the growing 
suspicion that he had walked himself and his 
squad straight into a trap.

When he decided to come to Telhallin 
and have this meeting, it was partly because 
he wanted to find out what Stathora knew 
about Jasper Squad’s situation, but it was also 
because he figured Stathora had no reason 
to be duplicitous. Sure, there was a reward 
being offered for their capture, but that was 
small potatoes for the man who ran the largest 
shock-dealing network in the galaxy. There was 
also the fact that Melendez was part of the 
squad, and Stathora had a legendary sense of 
vengeance, but the slime bag had to know Spill 
wouldn’t bring her to a meeting.

No, Stathora had a genuine reason for 
arranging this chit-chat, and he would be 
looking to get something out of it. Spill just 
couldn’t figure out what.
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At last the door slid open, and Kremm 
Stathora stepped through, followed closely by 
two armed guards and a tall, thin man with 
wispy white hair.

“It’s about time,” grumbled Spill.

“Indeed,” replied Stathora, taking a seat at 
the table. His guards took standing positions 
behind him, and the thin man nervously 
touched three different stools before finally 
settling on one.

“Please accept my apologies for the 
delay,” continued Stathora. “A pressing matter 
came up rather unexpectedly and required 
my immediate attention. The issue has been 
resolved now, and very much to my satisfac-
tion.”

“Well, I’m happy for you,” said Spill. “Now 
let’s get on with this.”

“Of course,” nodded Stathora, every bit the 
gracious host. “Because my time is precious, I 
will make my offer both brief and direct.” He 
gestured toward the thin man, who looked 
like nothing so much as a trapped animal in a 
very small cage. “This is Doctor Pim Haveness, 
formerly of the Galactic Patrol Force. Perhaps 
you’ve met?”

Spill glanced at the doctor and shook his 
head.

“Like you, Doctor Haveness has had a bit 
of a falling out with his superiors at the GPF. 
Learned some things he wasn’t authorized to 
know. I was able to help him disappear, and 
now he is my guest here.”

“Guest, eh?” wondered Spill aloud. He 

wondered what the “guest privileges” at the 
Hotel Stathora amounted to. “So, what does 
this have to do with us?”

Stathora leaned forward with a conspirato-
rial grin, and opened his hands toward Spill. 
“The good doctor knows why you’re being 
chased,” he said.

Spill looked again at Haveness, who 
nodded simply, but didn’t say a word. The 
Captain grabbed a stool and pulled himself up 
to the table. “And is the doctor at liberty to 
elaborate?” he asked.

Stathora turned to Haveness. “Doctor,” he 
said, “the floor is yours.”

#

Stamp poked his head up through the trap 
door and peered around the antechamber. 
Empty. The voices had receded into silence 
several moments ago, and he was reasonably 
certain the coast was clear. Now he had to 
make the decision he had been mulling since 
he first heard Stathora’s loathsome voice in the 
hall.

Coming here was a stupid idea to begin 
with. If he had a brain in his head, he would’ve 
let Melendez come alone, left her to her mad 
revenge scheme and gotten himself some well 
earned rest back at the cushy, expensive hotel. 
His nose for pointless trouble was apparently 
in full working order.

He sighed angrily, pulled himself up into the 
low-lit antechamber, and cursed both himself 
and Melendez. He’d voluntarily gotten himself 
involved, and couldn’t leave her swinging 

in the wind now. He was, after all, a man of 
principle.

The way he figured it, there were two ways 
to go about this. One involved sneaking around 
real quiet-like, hiding behind doors, creating 
distractions, possibly crawling through dirty 
ventilation shafts full of rodent dung. Trouble 
with that plan was that Stamp was a hulking 
man with all the subtlety and finesse of an 
asteroid. Quiet wasn’t his strong suit.

The other option was to start searching 
and kill everyone in his path until he found 
Melendez, then kill everyone in his path on his 
way back out. The advantages of this plan were 
that it was faster, and he was irritated enough 
to do it well.

He wasn’t wearing anything in the way 
of armor, but decided the monkey-suit he 
had worn to protect him from the heat down 
below had to offer at least a little protection. 
He quickly and clumsily strapped it back on, 
grabbed his shooter, and snuck a peek out into 
the hallway.

It was broad, well lit, and almost complete-
ly empty. Almost. At the other end was a lone, 
long-haired man, leaning against the wall with 
his back to Stamp. He didn’t look like a formal 
guard, but he had a high-powered shooter 
slung over shoulder.

Stamp cursed once more for good measure, 
then stepped out into the hall. He strode with 
quiet determination toward the other man, 
and as he drew near, the sound of his heavy 
footfalls gave him away. Long Hair turned 
around.

“Hey, you,” he snarled, his brow furrowing. 
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“What’s your story?”

Stamp pointed his shooter and pulled the 
trigger twice. Long Hair’s body was blown back 
against the wall, and left a crimson trail as it 
slid to the floor.

“I’m lost,” said Stamp.

#

Doctor Haveness looked back and forth 
between Spill and Stathora, and swallowed 
visibly. He looked down at his hands, then 
placed them flat on the table before finally 
looking up again.

“I am a numbers man,” he began. “I work 
… worked, I suppose … in the mathematics lab 
at GPF Central. Code breaking, data mining, 
network scrambling, anything that could be 
translated into or out of numeric communica-
tions landed on my desk. I ascended the ladder 
at GPF rather quickly, as well. I’m very good.”

“Congratulations,” said Spill dryly.

Haveness paused to look offended and 
possibly hurt. “I worked on the data configura-
tion system for the Jasper – your ship – when 
it was first being tested for employment,” he 
continued. “It was all top secret, of course. I 
hadn’t even been permitted to be involved 
in the planning stages of its construction. In 
point of fact, no one even knew about the 
project until the it was ready for flight-testing. 
The Jasper simply appeared one day out of 
nowhere, and I was put in charge of getting its 
communication systems workable.

“It’s an interesting challenge, you see. The 
ship is very fast, as you well know. Faster than 

anything we’d ever seen. It presents fascinat-
ing challenges for communications data, par-
ticularly since the standard systems we have in 
place are already stressed.”

Spill knew all about the communications 
bogdown. GPF, like any government agency, 
was slow to adopt expensive new technolo-
gies. As ships became faster, more numerous, 
and capable of traveling greater distances, the 
strain on the GPF’s com network had become 
problematic. It was a common frustration 
among squads who operated on the fringes of 
occupied space.

“Tearing into the existing framework was 
an incredible task,” continued Haveness. “The 
project leaders wouldn’t allow me to talk with 
the engineers who had built the thing. I was 
told the system was supplied by an outside 
contractor who was no longer available. My 
instructions were, quite simply, to figure it out 
and make it work.”

Rey suddenly piped up. “Why didn’t you 
go higher up?” she asked. “Somebody had to 
know who built it.”

Haveness shook his head. “That isn’t how 
things work at that level,” he replied. “Sensitive 
projects are not subject to the same proce-
dures that standard operations are. You don’t 
ask questions.”

“Get to the part where people are trying to 
kill me,” said Spill.

“Yes, I’m getting there,” said Haveness, 
relaxing now as he warmed to the story. 
“Obviously, I got the system in workable order, 
but during the test runs, I noticed something 
unusual. The Jasper was, of its own accord, 

communicating with an unknown quantity.”

Jackaby stood suddenly and snapped, 
“What the hell does that even mean?” he 
demanded. “What does any of this have to 
do—“

Spill threw a supplicating hand toward 
Stathora’s guards, whose own hands were 
already on their shooters. “Sit down, Jackaby,” 
he ordered sharply.

Jackaby’s hands began to shake, and he 
grabbed his face, whether from frustration or 
illness, Spill couldn’t tell. He sighed deeply, 
then sunk back into his seat. Stathora eyed the 
cadet curiously.

“I think I know what it means,” said 
the Captain. “The Jasper’s been talking to 
somebody.”

Haveness nodded.

“But who?”

The doctor shrugged. “I don’t know. After 
I discovered the signal, I started recording 
the messages. Unfortunately, the data strings 
appear to be gibberish.”

“A code,” said Spill.

Haveness shook his head. “No. If it was a 
code, I could crack it. You’ll take my word for 
that.”

“Then what?”

“A language,” said the doctor. “The patterns 
are clear enough, but it’s like nothing on record. 
To hazard a guess, I’d say it’s an invented 
language, and something rather genius, at that. 
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There is, quite simply, no way to decipher it.”

#

With three bodies now in his wake, Stamp 
began to wonder when the alarms would sound. 
He was making an awful racket, and while the 
occasional violent altercation wouldn’t be 
uncommon in a den of jackals like this, sooner 
or later somebody was bound to notice the 
mounting body count.

He rounded a sharp corner to find the 
first honest-to-goodness fight of the evening 
waiting for him. Three uniformed guards stood 
before an armored door, their shooters drawn 
and waiting for a target. All three fired simulta-
neously, and Stamp dove for their feet.

Stalking aimlessly through the halls, he’d 
had time to consider this possibility, and had 
devised a plan accordingly. Stamp had learned 
long ago that when you’re outgunned, the 
best response is a good old-fashioned beat 
down, up close and personal. Get a group of 
guys tangled up together and nobody’s likely 
to fire, for fear of shooting their buddies or 
themselves. Safest place to be was right in the 
middle of the action.

Rolling across the floor, he spun the full 
force of his considerable weight into the relative 
fragility of their collective kneecaps, and the 
whole crew went down together. A strong arm 
wrapped itself around his neck from behind 
and choked him as he scrambled to his feet.

He yanked the helmets off the other two 
guards, flipped them over on to his massive 
fists, gripped the interior straps, and started 
swinging. One of those makeshift battering 
rams connected with a protruding chin, and 
Stamp felt the jawbone crumble under the 
blow. That was one down, but breathing was 

quickly becoming an issue. He needed to get 
Snuggles off his back.

Shoving up with all his strength, Stamp 
leapt into the air and threw himself backwards 
to the floor. The landing impact was brutal, and 
the shock knocked the breath from him, but he 
felt Snuggles’ ribs crack beneath him.

Gasping and retching, he sat up to meet a 
diving attack from the only remaining guard 
who didn’t have any broken bones. Stamp drew 
his shooter and fired three times. The attacker 
was dead by the time his body hit the floor.

Still working to catch his breath, he pulled 
himself to his feet and put the two wounded 
men out of their misery, then turned his 
attention to the door they were guarding. It 
was lined with lead, and looked heavy, but the 
lock was nothing fancy. He flipped the lock-
switch, and pulled on the door.

Ah, there were those alarms.

As a blaring buzz echoed through the 
corridor, Stamp stuck his head into the cell and 
bumped into Melendez, who was already on 
her way out.

“Ow,” he grunted. “Watch it.”

“What’s the plan?” she asked.

Stamp rubbed his nose. “Plan?”

Melendez quickly eyed the dead guards on 
the floor, then dropped to her knees. She stuck 
one of the helmets on her head, tossed the 
other to Stamp and started pulling the dead 
men’s jackets off. By the time four more guards 
rounded the corner, their makeshift disguises 
were in place.

Melendez kept her head down and 

shouted, “They’re inside!” All four guards ran 
for the cell, their shooters drawn and ready for 
action. Stamp caught the last man by the back 
of his collar and yanked him back out into the 
corridor. Melendez slammed the door shut and 
flipped the lockswitch.

Stamp effortlessly knocked the guard’s gun 
from his hand, grabbed him by the throat, and 
slammed him up against the wall.

“Where’s the boss?” he growled.

#

Spill sighed and leaned back in his chair. 
He looked at his cadets. Rey stared directly at 
Haveness, as if trying to assess his trustwor-
thiness. Jackaby’s eyes were closed, and his 
shoulders slumped.

“So, what happened?” asked the Captain. 
“Somebody found out you were recording this 
gibberish?

“Precisely. I returned to the lab one evening 
for a late session, and found that everything 
had been deleted. All my work, erased. I was 
outraged, of course, and planned to issue 
a complaint, but before I had the chance, 
someone tried to murder me.”

Rey spoke up again. “You were attacked?”

“In the lab, yes, and it was only dumb luck 
that I managed to escape. It was later that night 
that you returned from your mission and they 
tried to destroy the Jasper -- and you along 
with it. At that point, I knew I was in over my 
head. I quickly gathered a few personal posses-
sions, and, well, disappeared.”

Spill sighed and looked back at Stathora. 
“Interesting story,” he muttered. “So tell me, 
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what’s the point? Why are you sharing this 
information with us?”

Stathora leaned back, jutted his chin, and 
casually put his hands behind his head. “The 
doctor may not be able to decipher these 
messages, but he believes he can track them. 
Find out where they’re going.”

“It wouldn’t be difficult to bury a ping in 
the outgoing data,” said Haveness. “With 
that report to guide you, you could essen-
tially ‘chase’ the messages to their destination 
point.”

Spill shrugged. “So?”

Stathora smiled again, that repugnant, 
ingratiating smile. “So I would like to offer you 
the good doctor’s services.”

“And what do you get out of it?”

“Information,” replied Stathora simply. “One 
of my most profitable commodities. The GPF is 
obviously dealing with someone, somewhere, 
who has developed some very impressive 
technology. If you find out who it is, you may 
be able to figure out why the jeepers are so 
desperate to keep it all a secret -- perhaps get 
yourself a little leverage. Meanwhile, Doctor 
Haveness remains in my employ, and I receive 
regular reports about your progress. As infor-
mation becomes available, I can monetize it.”

“Fair enough,” replied the Captain. “But 
why don’t you simply kill us now, take the 
Jasper, and find out for yourself?”

Stathora threw his head back and laughed. 
“I have enough problems with jeepers, Captain. 
The last thing I need is the kind of heat you’re 

attracting. No, I’d just as soon let you do the 
legwork, and as I understand it, you don’t have 
much else going on.”

Rey stood slowly. “Captain,” she said quietly, 
“I’m not sure this is a good idea.”

Before Spill had a chance to respond, an 
ear-piercing buzz echoed throughout the 
complex, and Stathora jumped to his feet.

“What is that?” cried Haveness.

“Shut up,” replied Stathora. He strode 
toward the door, and his guards followed 
closely. “Forgive me, Captain, but I must attend 
to this.”

The door slid open and Stamp and 
Melendez burst into the room. Stamp immedi-
ately grabbed one of the guards by the throat, 
crushed his windpipe and tossed him to the 
floor.

“Are you kidding me?” shouted Captain 
Spill, leaping to his feet.

As Stamp went for the other guard, Stathora 
grabbed Melendez by the collar and slammed 
her against the wall, his eyes dark with rage.

Rey dove to the floor and grabbed the 
shooter from the dead guard’s hand. She 
pointed it at Stathora’s open back, but fired too 
late. He dodged the blast and pulled Melendez 
to the floor with him.

Rey turned her attention to the guard with 
whom Stamp was wrestling. She fired wildly, 
and a white-hot bolt blasted into Stamp’s 
upper thigh.

Stamp threw the guard backwards and 

grabbed his leg. He twisted around and glared 
at Rey. “Are you kidding me?” he screamed.

Captain Spill threw himself over the table 
and grabbed the stumbling guard from behind. 
He pried the shooter from the guard’s hand 
and fired two blasts into the back his knees.

Kremm Stathora scrambled to his feet. 
“You are all making a serious mistake!” he 
bellowed.

Melendez jumped up to face him. She 
thrust her hand out toward Rey, who tossed 
her the shooter. The Lieutenant took one step 
toward Stathora and pointed the weapon at 
his head.

“Do you remember his name?” she 
demanded.

Stathora wiped a trickle of blood from 
mouth. “I remember,” he said darkly.

“Say it.”

He stared at her, then spat a gob of blood 
on the floor.

“Say it,” she repeated, her voice unwaver-
ing.

“Rand Melendez,” said Stathora.

As the last syllable left his lips, Melendez 
pulled the trigger, and Stathora’s face exploded 
in a blur of blood and bone. His arms were still 
swinging as his body hit the floor.

There was no sound but for the insistent, 
blaring alarm, until a moan of agony erupted 
from Jackaby, who was suddenly writhing on 
the floor. Red, foaming boils covered his neck, 
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and he scratched at them with trembling 
hands.

“What’s happening?” cried Rey.

“Kid’s a shockhead,” shouted Stamp. “He 
needs a fix.”

Melendez holstered her shooter, grabbed 
one of Jackaby’s arms and hauled him to his 
feet. Rey quickly grabbed his other flailing arm 
and they started for the door.

Captain Spill shook his head in disbelief, 
then turned and pointed his shooter at Doctor 
Haveness. “You’re coming with us,” he said 
flatly.

The doctor, whose face had gone white, 
nodded silently and quickly fell in with the 
others.

“Which way is out?” shouted Stamp.

Spill pointed in the direction of the front 
door. The complex was in chaos now, and he 
figured they could storm the exit relatively 
unmolested. He and Stamp had to crack a few 
heads along the way, but for the most part he 
was right.

They reached the entrance, and Spill kicked 
the doors open. They looked like a band of 
battered war refugees as they burst out of the 
complex and into the open street.

It wasn’t yet morning, but the red, undulat-
ing light of the molten lava below cast a bath 
of eerie luminescence up through the wooden 
boardwalks. The length of Hell City stretched 
out below them.

“Back to the hotel?” asked Stamp.

“Forget the hotel,” replied Spill, holstering 
his shooter. “We’re going home.”

With that, he stepped forward and led his 
squad down into the city, winding a circuitous 
path along the boardwalks, back toward the 
Jasper.
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Serenity one of the best 25 movie crews
http://raygunrevival.com/Forum/viewtopic.php?t=2570

The Crew Of Serenity | Serenity (2005) | # 15

It helped enormously, of course, that the 
crew of the rust bucket 
Serenity had had a TV 
show - albeit a short-
lived one - to work out 
character kinks and 
conjure up some chemis-
try. So, by the time that 
Joss Whedon managed 
to persuade Universal 
to turn Firefly into a 
feature, Fillion’s roguish 
Reynolds and his band 
of malcontents were a 
prickly, pally, pure delight, 
from the brutish Jayne (a 
never better Baldwin), to 
the tortured relationship of the good doctor 
Simon, always keeping an eye out for his kill-
ing machine sister, River. And the big screen 
allowed Whedon to not only unleash his 
trademark dialogue, but up the emotional 
ante too, savagely killing not only Shepherd 
Book but Alan Tudyk’s Wash - arguably the 
series’ most likeable character and one-half 
of a genuinely affecting and strong marriage 
with Torres’ Zoe.

Captain Malcolm Reynolds It has to be Fillion, 
that perennial Empire fave, showing here the 
reasons why he’s just that. Chiefly, we like 
him because he’s a scoundrel.

Their Defining Moment: The climax, facing 
off against the evil Reavers, when it seems 
that every single member of the crew faces 
certain death. Nevertheless, they hang in 
there, long enough for River to snap out of 
her stupor and bring the pain.

RGR Date: January 23, 2009 
Pixar’s Andrew Stanton on live-action John Carter 
http://raygunrevival.com/Forum/viewtopic.php?t=2559

WALL-E director Andrew Stanton told SCI FI 
Wire that he is working on a new draft of his 
proposed John Carter of Mars movie and is 
aiming for a realistic feel to the live-action 
movie, his first.

“[I’m] deep into it,” Stanton said in an exclusive 
interview at the Los Angeles Film Critics Asso-
ciation award ceremony in Century City, Calif., 
on Monday, where he accepted the award for 
best picture of 2008 for WALL-E. “I’m on my 
next draft of it. We’re in preproduction art-
wise, and we’re starting to talk to actors. So 

it’s full bore.”

Stanton confirmed that Carter, based on the 
books by Edgar Rice Burroughs, will be live-
action. “Yeah, I think that’s the only way,” he 
said. “I mean, there are so many creatures and 

characters that half of it’s 
going to be CG whether 
you want it to be [or not], 
just to realize some of 
these images that are in 
the book. But it will feel 
real. The whole thing will 
feel very, very believable.”

RGR Date: January 11, 2009 
Why Science Fiction is better than Fantasy 
http://raygunrevival.com/Forum/viewtopic.php?t=2546

Gadgets and Technology (all forms)

Gadgets, of course, are better known as a 
James Bond thing, but SF has a lot of gadgets 
too. Everything from all those handheld giz-
mos in Star Trek to the Hitchhiker’s Guide to 
the Galaxy (don’t panic!). Then there’s all the 
lovely technology that makes SF so wonder-
ful (nanotech, cyberspace, robots, universal 
translators, automatic, self-cleaning toilets 
that also clean your bumb for you, give you 
a quick shave, and send you on your way to 
work...).
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